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•-. x•. SEEL ADVANCED SUBMARINE SYSTEMS EQUATIONS STUDY

ABSTRACT

--- -w goal of this study was to determine the optimum sets of equations -to
be used with two general types of submarine trainers. The equations of
motion used were those developed by the Naval Ship Research and Develop-
ment Center. They were reduced into tWo sets for use in training simu-
lators, one for a basic submerged control maneuvering trainer and one
for an advanced submerged control simulator to provide highly realistic
ship control training through the full range of normal and casualty
conditions.

The report outlines a general-purpose digital computer program, fLllowing
the NSMDC standard equations, written in FORTRAN. Integration methods for
digital simulators are discussed. A number of programs for testing the
degree of simulation of a digital simulator program are :given.

Use of these programs as applied to submarine simulation is shown with
two sets of equations which eliminate 74 of the 131 coefficients used
in the original NSRDC equations. The mathematical model for a submarine
simulator using a very small computer is developed. A discussion of
near-surface operation and wave-generation is followed by. the general
requirements for determination of -the simulation requirements for training
as opposed to research.

Reproduction of this publication
in whole or in part is permitted
for any purpose of -the United-
States, Government.
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FOREWRD

The NSRDC (Naval Ship Research and Development Center) developed a set of
equations which describes submarine motion in six degrees of freedom. The
Naval Training Device Center recognized this set of equations as the "standard"
set which should be utilized in submarine control trainers and on all trainer
procurements required that the complete set be utilized. A medium scale digital
computer is required to implement the entire set of NSRDC equations in a submarine
trainer. Since the coefficients of many of the equations terms are zero or have
little- effect on submarine trajectories, the possibility of reducing the equations
to a size which permits small scale digital computer implementation in submarine
trainers was recognized by NAVTRADEVOEN.

This report, along with its companion reports, NAVTRADEVCEN 68-C-0050-2 and
NAVTRADEVCN 68-C-0050-3, is the culmination of a study by Goodyear Aerospace
corporation to determine abbreviated, or optim.m, equations to be used in
conjunction with submarine similators.

This report should be an invaluable aid to siamlator personnel during development
of -submarine simulators. It presents a discussion of several factors involved in
sawl ation, such as, integration methods, wave generation, small computer utiliza-
tion and verification. It not only presents an abbreviated set of equations wherein
a sigificant number of the original coefficients are eliminated, but presents a
tool in the form of computer programs which permit further coefficient reduction
investigations. Since the required complexity of equations are directly pro-
portional to the training device requirements, the programs are written so that
the imestigator may taylor the coefficients to reach any desired level of simnula-
tion.

NATDWOEN 68- 050.2 presents descriptions. flow charts and listings of each
cauputer program and NAVT1ADEVCEN 68-C-0050-3 presents results of the computer

•programs using the SS(N)594 submarine as the demonstration model.

Projeca. gineer
CHARLE A. RUIMBUGH
Project Rengineer
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

There are two general types of subiroaine .trainers: (1) The basic
high speed submarine trainer; and (2) The advanced submerged cntrol
trainer. The first type, which does not necessarily duplicate a specific
class of submarine, is used to provide initial submarine control indoctri-
nation to potential planesmen and diving officers. The second type provides
highly-realistic ship control training, which extends ovor the. perating
range of the submarine to ship control personnel. Both types of trainers
utilize computers, programed with equations of motion, to simulate sub-
marines under varioua operat3ng crnditions.

In the past, the equations used in these programs were somewhat
arbitrarily chosen by manufacturers of training devices. Then an attempt
was made by the Naval Ship Research and Development Centerl* toward
standardizing the equations.

This brings us to the purpose of this studys

1. To determine an optimum set of equations of motion to be used
with each of the two general types of submarine trainers.

2. To write the two 3ets of equations as compactly as possible La
order that they may be used with a small, general-purpose computer.

Two additional reports resulbed from this contract and are described

as followas

Rebort Number Remarks

68-C-oo5o. 3 Report is CONFIDMNTIAL and titled, "Advanced
Submarine Systems Equaticns Test Data (U)".

68-C-0050-2 Rex . is UNCLASSIFIED and titled, "Advanced
Submarine Sy.tems Programmingm.

*Superscript numbers indicate references.

1
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SECTION II

STATEMENT OF THE PROELEM

The determination of optimum sets of equations to be used with the
two general types of submarine control trainers forms the problem. The
tasks required to solve this problem are the detarmination of the simu.
lation requirements. Application )f these requirements in an analysis
of the equations of motion, programing the equations of motion on a
digital computer, and then verification that any changes to optimize them
do not exceed the limits specified for good simulation.

A. PROGRAMING TME OENERAL NSRDC EQUATIONS

The problem analysis is based on the assumption that the NSRDC
equations are accurate- for the simulation of operational submarine motion.
Therefore, the first task is to program these equations so that a digital
program representing the complete equations of motion is available. The
most practical programing is achieved with the use of a problem-oriented
language (FORTRAN) so that the programs are independent of the computer
used, This will allow the output of the study to be used by any researcher
interested in submarine sivalation on- any computer equippd with a FORTRAN
compiler.

Because- this program is going to be a research tool, it is necessary
to build in the greatest degree of flexibility possible. Therefore,
consideration must be given to allowing any changes in parameters, variables
and analytical methods within the framework of the basic equations without
having to recompile subroutines at each run.

The final result should be a program that will input coefficients
easily,.produce any outputs desired, and will make a permanent record
of an'y changes. Also, it should be written so that many runs can be made
without having to start the entire program over again.

The next problem is -to verify the research program against the avail-
able data on submarine performance to determine the accuracy of the program.
A complete set of runs, following- established submarine test practice,
are run using the NSRDC coefficients, and these are compared with the
NSTW€ reports on a specific demonstration submarine. These runs verify
the program and establish proper rerjonse in various input conditions and
also establish a data base with which the reduced program can be compared.
in effect, a test guide is completed, and any approximations made to the
program must be Justified against the base program.

3B. MODIFIED AND BASIC EQUATIONS

After the research program-is operational, it will be necessary to
establish the requirements for the basic and modified programs. The
first step will be to analyze the existing-performance data on submarines
and the use of this data in present submarine simulators. The wain sources

2
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of data will be the NSRDC reports and the dynamic dpoay uei pucent da

trainers. Also, a number of studies made in the past will have to be.
reviewed.

A reduction to a basic equation set can be made after the simulation
limits are set. The coefficients can be divided into broad categories
and the effect of eliminating certain ones Can be studied. Gomputer
runs are uped to aid the simplifications of the coefficient termsi*. For
example, if it is desired to know the effect of a dross-ooupling term,
runs will be performed with and without the coupling term in question.
The importance of the term can easily be established when the two runs
are compared.

The above procedure can indicate the effect of any change, but it
does not indicate the effect of response on the trainee when he is part
of the closed-loop controlling the simulator. This is one of the hardest
areas to cover in a study of this type because closed-leop real-time
operation cannot be run on a typical batch process digital computer oper-
ation. An autcpilot will be lorcgramed as part of. the longitudinal loop
to keep the submarine on a level course when turns are made. Measurement
of the longitudinal parameters over time as the autopilot corrects for
effects of lateral displacement can be used to determine the nature and
quality of dynamic responses, This procedure is far more effective than
inserting step inputs and measuring the output after a time delay.

After a complete analysis, the two sets of equations will cover a
basic submerged control trainer and a complete simulation of a particular
submarine. These equations will serve as both a demonstration of data
application to a particular simulator and as a reference for any submarine
trainer or simulator in the future.

C. ANALYSIS OF SURFACE CONDIT!ONS

The coefficients used for the anilysis are deep-surface coefficients
and are not applicable to a submarine moving close to the surface. The
change in the coefficients due to the presence of a free surface can be
calculated by hydrodynamic methods, and such a get of coefficients has
been generated by NSRDC. This set is used in the research program with
values adjusted for different depths and the resulting given frequencies
compared with the deep submergence set to determine the surface effect
on the submarine. An analysis will indicate the importance of any change.

The biggest disturbing effect of a suamarine operating close to the
surface is that of waves breaking overhead. Near-surface operation is
becoming more important, so a good wave simulation is essential for a
modern submarine simulator.

'Ware action can be described only on a statistical basis because
the sea surface is never regular. Tt is a jumble of different waves
of different heights all changing and all moving in different directions.
Thia action can be described by means of spectrum analysis and the problem
to be !olved is how to apply this technique to a pratical submarine simulator.

,,3
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The height of waves above the submarine is the first thing that
has to be known. This is usually specified by a one-dimensional spectrum,
particularly that of Neumann which was presented in 1953. At least three
other spectral densities have been used since then, so the first task of
this part of the problem was to determine which of the various spectral
densities have the most suitable form for both submarine response and for
ease of computation with a small digital computer. Enough background will
be given to show how any spectrum can be used in a wave generator, and
one will be chosen and programed to illustrate the method on a practical
basis.

The addition of a direction function to the wave spectrum is neces-
sary because the difference between direction of ship travel and the direc-
tion of wave propagation has a direct bearing on the forces felt by a
submerged submarine. Therefore, part of the solution will be to develop
this directional function and show how it is applied, The calculated
forces and-moments will be determined to give a realistic motion under
ill conditions of wave inputs. A very large number of papers and ref-
erences have been published in this area in the past few years. These
will be surveyed and a list drawn up that will enable future workers to
bring themselves up to date quickly on the present state-of-the-art in
wave generation.

D. SMALL COMPUTER ANALYSIS

The last problem to be investigated once the program limits have
been determined is that of a small computer analysis.

When the modified-and basic program outlines have been set and a
maximm reduction- has been made, it is possible to determine the neces-
sary core size to hold each of the programm. The analysis should try
to reduce this factor- as much as possible because it is directly proper-
tional to the cost of the computer being used.

The programs are then analyzed from the total number of tasks to
be performed. This includes not only the arithmetic operations but also
-all input-output subroutines and any other bookkeeping operations neces-
sary to make up the complete cycle. All operations are sorted by categorv
and time to determine the necessary computer speed for real-time operation.
Finally, the reduced programs will be run on a 16-bit computer and compared
against the programs run on the IBM 360 32-bit computer.

A small computer survey and state-of-the-art review will be made as
of the date of this study. This review will be out of date soon at the
rate at which the computer industry is advancing, but it will serve to
indicate an idea of what can be done in future submarine simulators,
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METHODS AND PROCEDURES

A. PROGRAMING THE NSRDC EQUATIONS

The NSRDC standard equations of motion for submarine simulation
cover all phases of submarine simulation in six-degrees-of-freedom,
including emergency recoveries after casualties. These equations come
from NSRDC Report 2510 which contains a brief history, defines the mathe-
matical model, discusses the coefficients required, and sets a standard
to be used in the simulation of submarines. These equations were pro-
gramed in two forms. They are giien in program EM20 - Submarine Simu-
"lation, and ZC790 - Submarine Simulation, Longitudinal Freedom Only
found in the programing report, NAVTRADEVCE 68-0-OO50-3.

EB920 is a research submarine simulation program that allowt the
sim:lation of any submarine on a large general-purpose digital computer.
It is complete and flexible in that all NSRDC coefficients are programed,
and changes can be made easily between runs.

Figure 1 is a block diagram of the program with all subroutines
shown. The program operates as follows.

The main submarine simulation program ties the various subroutines
together and determines the operating limits placed on each run. The
first call is to INPUT. This subroutine reads all coefficients from
a data deck along with controls to set the output, determines which
integration subroutine to use, and which control input schedule should
be used. The main program then writes out all coefficients so that the
input to the run has a permanent record printed at the start. An/integra-
tion switch then calls either the KUTTA or INTEG subroutine. KUITA is a
very accurate method of integration that is used as a standard for compar-
ing changes between runs. INTEG has three short methods of integration
built in and can be easily adapted so that any integration method can be
used without changing the rest of the program.

Depending on which integration subroutine is used, EVAL or EVAL 1
is called. They both compute the equations of motion as given in equations
(1) through (7) from NSRDC Report 25101. EVAL has matrix invert and
multiply subroutines so that the equations can be solved exactly in each
cycle. EVAL i uses values computed on the last cycle in some cases.
Both subroutines call CONTR which contains schedules for a number of
inputs representing the deflection of the controls on the actual submarine.
A return to INTEG integrates all parameters and the cycle is finished,
The main program ihen prints out the twelve variables of interest on
demand and checks the RUN TnDE to see if the program is finished.

Plotting calls have been added to the main program so that a plot
can be made of any of the twelve output variables and surface control
deflections versus time. These plots can be made in any order and the

S5S
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corte t labeling will be added to the plot. However, program rung do
no- -'epend on the plotting subroutines, so if a plotter is not avail-
able, the printed output serves in place of the plots.

Almost all variables, in addition to the coefficients, are located
in the COMMON area of the program. This allows a degree of flexibility
that could not be obtained othervise and the main program takes advantage
of this to maxe changes between runs. After a run is finished, all values
are restored to their original values at the start -of the run. The next
cards in the input deck are then checked and a coding system allows any
variable in CCMON to be changed to a new value. Integation me-hode
and intervals, input schedules, and output requirembn s as well as the

coefficients can be changed between each run. Because of the heavy use
of COMMON, details are given in the Programing Report.

ZC790 is identical to EB20 except that only three-degrees-of-freedom
are simulated. Only the longitudinal mode is active so all terms multi-
plied by p, v, or r are set to zero and removed. The block diagram is
shown in figure 3. Only one method of integration is supplied. The
CONTR subroutine has removed all provisions for rudder motion. Therefore,
only meander, overshoot, and similar runs can be calculated.. This program
was written to save computer time because it runs in one-third the time of
EB920. This is a real advantage where a large number of longitudinal
runs are required. About three-fourths of the total runs made during
the course of this study were of this type. The mathematical model for
program ZC790 is given in equations (8) through (ii).

The mthematical model for the siulation program used two different
sets of notation because of the FORTRAN restriction that required the
use of capital letters only. Therefore, the following notation is adapted
and carried throughout this study. The letters X, -, Z, Kz, M, and N
stand for coefficients in the axial, etc., channels respectively. U, V,
W, P, Q, and R stand for the velocities, and whenever an absoluti value
is stated, the velocity will be proceeded by an A. Accelerations are
velocities followed by a D. The surfaces are preceeded by a D for delta
and eta terms are followed by an E. Inertias and other terms are siualaiiy
identified. For example,

7. ~ZWD

N JIA soN NAVAVE
S,)ty SW IXY

B. INTEGRATION METHOS

This section discusses some of the many integration methods that
can be used for digital computation, why they were chosen to imple).nt
the equations of motion for submarines, and how they are utilised in
the submarine simulation. The optimum integration step-size and a stabil-
ity criterion for any integration method is discussed also.

÷1
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Figure 3*Researh Siamulation Progra;ý Longitudinal 1t-eedom,
EfLock Diagram
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There are a &ret number of integration mtheind .h. tAjt Um t=-^

in digital oomputation. Some of these methods have been in use for many
years. They were developed to integrate functions numerically that could
not be solved in closed form. Others have been developed fairly recently
to take advantage of the digital computer's high speed and ability to handle
large blocks of numbers. They range all the way from the sizple Eulerts
method to a fourteen-step predictor-corrector developed by NASA to calculate
the position of the planets with great accuracy.

4 .The choice of any integration method is determined by considering the
trade-off between accuracy, stability, and speed. The accuracy is depend-
ant on the amount of truncation and round-off errors present when using a
particular method. Truncation error results from the fact that digital
integration is a discrete process using a finite number of equally spaced
points rather than a series with an infinite number of terms. Accuracy
can be improved by using more points as a pact history or by making the
integration step interval smaller. Either method buys increased accuracy
at the cost of speed. Round-off error results vhrA generating a sequence
of numbers to represent the integrated function. Each number is limited
by the size of the computer word being used. However, there are methods
for determining an upper bound on the magnitude of round-off eirors ex-
pected for the numerical accuracy being used. Studies have shown that
for five decimal figure accuracy within the limits of a sixteen-bit
machane, round-off errors are of no consequence compared to the expected
truncation errors.,

Stability of an integration mthod is defined as the ability to
control propagated errors so that they do not increase as time passes.
Propagated errors are the sum of both truncation and round-off errors
over all integration stepe calculated'since the problem started. The
amount o£ propagated error is the single most important criteria in the
choice of any integration method for simulation. Fortunately, there is
a comparatively easy procedure for determining if a particular integration
method can be used with a particular simulation problem. This procedure
will be explained below using the submarine simulation as an example.

Speed depends on the cotuplexity of the method used and the size of
the integration interval. Real-time simulation requires fitting all
computations for one cycle within the integration interval while still
keeping the desired accuracy. Therefore, this trade-off Las to be made
for each simulation. In the case of this study it was proven that the
problem was not critical for submarines.

Integration methods can be divided into CLOSED and OPEN classes.
If a rate at some specified time is required to calculate a position,
the scheme is said to be a CLOSED (or corrector) formula. If the rate
is not required, the scheme is an OPEN (or predictor) one. Closed
methods cannot be used to integrate the equations of motion because the
rates are a function of the position at that time. Sinme the positions
are the output of the calculations integrated from the rates, the rates
are not known. On the other hand, open formulas use rates calculated in
prior integration cycles so that the present rates are not required. The
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last rates are used in the open integration formulas to give the present
position and the new positions are used to calculate the present rates
from the equations of Lotion. In order to keep the different methods

straight, a notation has been developed in which the open and closed form-
ulas are specified by Onm and Cnm respectively, and n is the number of
former positions used and m is the number of former rates used, The
difference equations expressing the integrated position as a function
of rates and position is

'Xh ~lX-- + IhI bL bt
jwo

where i is thG discrete time at which a calculation has been made in the
past and n is the present time, The a's and b's are parameters which
determine the particular integration method. H is the integration interval
or step size and has the dimension of time in order to keep the dimensions
consistent across the equation. Note that if bo il zero, then*Xp is not
needed to- calculate X-, and the system is an open or predictor method.
Therefore, for simulation work, bo should be zero.

For an example, let us look at the 2nd order Ada&= method of inte-
gration which is an Oa'a type. In this case, aj - lbo: o0, b =3/2,
and b2 9 4- The difference equations would be

Many different integration formulas have been extensively studied
&A almost any text on numerical methods goes into them in some detail. 3

The problem was to determine which of these methods should be used
for a submarine simulator and which one should be used for the research
program. Finding an integration method for the research program was
comparatively easy. Since the program did not have to run in real-time,
the only criterion that had to be met w.s to have the most accurate
program available.

The method chosen is a four step Runge-Kutta predictor-corrector.
It was stated that corrector (closed) meth6ds could not be used in simi-
lation, but in this case two difference equations are used. An open
equation is used to predict a position and the closed equation is used
to check this calculation. The sequence is as follow-s A new position
is integrated from the prior known rates using an open formula. This
new position is used to calculate a new rate from the equations of motion.
The new position and new rate can now be used in a closed formula to inte-
grate a new corrected position. The new corrected position is used in
the equations of motion to calculate a new corrected rate. This process
1i then repeated. This is enough to reduca the error between two sue-
cessive position calculations to a very small amount.

The exact difference equations are not listed here but are given
in the programming report under -the KMTTA subroutine.

- The next task was to determine which integration method should be
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are dasired, provided that accuracy can be maintained. A number of
studies have been performed using different techniques for integration
in flight simulation and, based on these reports, two different methods
were chosen for examination against the Runge-Kutta method.

The simplest method of all is an 01, due to Euler with the following

difference equation.

X.,= X-n-1 + h

The last calculated rate is multiplied by the integration step size
and is then added to the position known up to that time to give the new
position. This difference equation has a bad reputation. In fact, Jennings
says that Mit is a naive method of very limited accuracy and not recommended
in practice'. However, it has only one Multiplication, one addition, and
no storage is required to hold former values. This makes it the shortest,
and therefore the fastest, of any method and since one of the objectives
of this Study is to find the smallest total program this method was
"exained,

In 1965 Goodpar Aerospace Corp. performed an i- .house research and
development study', utilizing their simulation laboratory digital computer
facility, to investigate a number of complex integration algorithms used
for digital computers in general to see if such complexity was needed
for flight simulation. At that time, it was proposed that digital flight
simulators use such formulas as Hammzings.OC3CLor the 0,1 C3INOd Ourk
developed at the Univers•ty of Pennsylvania. Te conclusions of this
study were that excellent results, well within the tolerance allowed in
the simulation of aircraft systems, can be obtained with much simrler
algorithms. It was found that the smallest errors occurred among the
simpler routines vith the 2nd order Adams difference equation

x-,, + i,_ (3 -- --Yn
This requires an additional subtraction and a ztorage for each

parameter to be integrated. Since this one has been used very success-
fully at Goodyear Aerospaoe, and Euler integration has larger errors,
2nd order Adnm was also implemented in the subroutines.

The next step was to look at the way integrations are handled in
the NSRDC equations of motion. The six-degree-of-freedom problem
requires that twelve integrations be performed, because the second order
equatidna have been expressed as a system of simultaneous first order
equations. Using matrix notation

EMh*= [.x]
where [W*) are the retes and EX] are the coefficient summations. The
matrix [M] comes from the fact that the rates are functions of other
"rates andtherefore have to be solved for simultaneously. If [i-]-4.

V)WS+then this matrix is
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The reason that and IF do not appear in the matrix is
that they are not dependent on Ck etc., and therefore all of the cross
terms are zero. ibis reduces the matrix to six levels instead of twelve.
The solution t/j the equation is

[IJ EM] E= N"1 I

£'] r151= [tv"][x]

[*j = [hi]-, LI"]
wher I~t-I i h

where"[ is the inversion of the [MI] matrix. As long as the coef.
ficient that make up the IN41 matrix do not change between each inte-
gration cycle, the matrix can be inverted once when the program is
originally written and the inverted matrix used every time on the right
hand side of the equation. Unfortunately, XG4,Y and ZG are elements
in this matrix and they represent the amount f" water in the ballast tanks
of a submarine. Therefore, it is necessary for an exact computation to
calculate the elements of the matrix on each cycle. The matrix is then
inverted with the aid of a subroutine. Each of the rates are calculated
without the terms that are functions of the other rates. These particular
rates are multiplied by the inverted matrix to give the true accelerations
at that integration cycle time. The open integration method then integrates
the rate to produce the next set of positions. The whole process is then
repeated.

The submarine research program has a control card that can be used
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to r'amove the evaluation of the original matrix after the first+ nveyca
if none of the elements are going to change during the course of the
program. This is the usual case if the tanks are not going to be changed.

Matrix inversion and multiplication take up both room and time in
the computer program as anyone who has done matrix arithmetic knows.
Therefore, a programing technique was borrowed from aircraft flight simu-
lation to avoid this problem. From the NSRDC equations:

requires
requires ,P.

requires

requires 4 ; • .

The usual case is forYQ and the cross inertias to be zero due
to symmetry of the submarine. If the matrix is not used,

will use wile

9-- Pe n will use Va
W ~will use onwI1  use

The other terms have zero for a coefficient. The effect of this
procedure is a choice of either having the translational accelerations
or the rotational accelerations slightly in error, depending on which
set is calculated first.

The next parameter to be determined was the integration step size.
This is a critical value because it determines the time available in
real-time to compute the entire problem and service all I/0 busses before
the integration interval is used up. If this step size (the variable H
in all computer programs) is too small, the computer will not finish the
computations required in real-time. If H is too large, the accuracy
suffers and finally, if H is increased beyond a certain limit, the inte-
gration method used will run into stability problems. Therefore, the
trade-off is to make H as large as possible, consistent with both accuracy
and stability.

The Runge-Kutta integration method supplied with the submarine
research program has a feature that allows the step size to be adjusted
between each cycle dependent on the accuracy required. Both the upper
and lower bounds on H can be specified.

SA typical program was run with the demonstration submarine in
which the rudder was deflected to 35 degrees and sternplanes were
deflected to fifteen degrees. A time interval of 200 seconds was considered
aufficient to determino the effect of the variable step size, The maxImu
values of the twelve parameters were printed out and 0.1% of this value
was used as the maxium allowable error for any step. The program was
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re-run with H allowed to vary between 0.05 and 2.0 seconds subject to the
accuracy vequirements. The run showed that the interval for 0.1% accuracy
varied from 0.25 to 2 seconds. Many steps were one second or longer,
indicating that the use of one second intervals is probably adequate for
most marieuvers, but not necessarily good enough for disaster or emergency
conditions. The smallest step size of 0.25 seconds ocmmired with step
inputs and this indicated that this time interval was suVfficient ror any
purpose. Therefore, the studies were run with an H of 0.25 seconds in all
cases. However, any fixed step size can be chosen with any of the inte-
gration methods used in the subroutines.

An additional study was made into the largest possible step size
based on a stability criterion that assumes the local growth of the
propagated error must be kept within bounds. The criterion assumes that
each integration method has a range that is a function of the step size
and the partial differential of the function with respect to itself that
will keep the propagated error bounded. The system may nnt be stable,
even if this criterion is met, but it will certainly be unstable if it
is not.

Assume that the function

9I X

~FO @>>i X2,X 3, etc)

is to be integrated by means of the 2nd order Adams method. The numerical
quantity

has to have a value between 0 and -1 for the integration to be stable.
Looking at for example,

~W Lt. ,'.~ where U=speed
-W LWTZ w I =length

2 Yn x mass
p density

If the specified values for -he demonstration submarine are used,
the value of the above function at high speed indicates that a step size
of 2.1 seconds could bs used. The other eleven integrations were checked
and they give equally large maximum step sizes. The stability region for
some common integration methods are listed in table 1. The theorv for
calculating the stability region for any method is given in Nigro5,

The submarine research program has a control option that allows a
program to be run either under the Runge-Kutta integration method, along
with the matrix inversion and multiply, or to choose any one of a number
of simpler methods in which the matrix is not used. Three are coded into
the subroutine (INTEG); namely Ruler, 2nd order Adams, and the best
method based on stability alone. Tablel in the programing report has 22
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TABLE 1. INTEGRATION STABILITY REGIONS

Method Stability Region

Euler -2, 0

2nd Order Adams -1, 0

Trapezoidal - , 0

0o3 G31  -. 82, 0

033 Mod Gurk -. 82, 0

Best 2nd Order -h, 0

different equations listed so that ths subroutine can be recoded to
utilize most of the popular numerical integration techniques. This
makes it possible to have a whole library of integration methods and
to use any one of them by means of a control card at the start of a run.

A number of the references express various integration methods
as a Z-transform transfer ftiction. The Z-transform is an extension of
the traditional Laplace traisform methods with the transform of a sampled
function written in a simpler notation. The substitution Z . e6T is made
where T is the sample step size and corresponds to the integration interval
H. The Z-transform is a handy way of examining integration mebhod& ana-
lytically because only knowledge of Laplace transforms is required to
use them, but they can be confusing to program on a digital computer.
Therefore, a method is given, to convert any Z'transform transfer function
into a difference equation. It can then be programed directly in FORTRAN.

The key to this procedure is that Z or esT is a shifting function
in the time domain. Therefore, any negative power of Z times a parameter
merely indicates that the value of the parameter so many cycles back
from the present time should be used. An example will make this clear.

Baxter6, for example, lists several integration methods I(Z). For
the 2nd order Adams,I (z) = Qh 3Z-1 2)/ (1--

The first step is to write I(Z) as a transfer function of Y(Z) to
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Cross-=ultiply to clear the fra.-tion

2'i (z)). - (3') -zw)
Y Y(Z) - Y(Z) Z-) - • 3}(Z)Z"- •(Z) Z"-2)

y('z) =y(Z)z-' WZ - (z)z

This procedure assumes that the Z-transform is a linear operator
which in to be expected since the Laplace transform is linear. The
difference equation can now be written directly by making the subst4-
tution

y(z)= Y, Y(z) ZT Y-_-1 etc.

which is the same difference equation stated earlier for 2nd order Adams.
Any integration methods expressed as a Z-transform transfer function can
be used in subroutine IDTG by coding a few lines of FORTRAN and recom-
piling this subroutine only.

A number of different runs were made which included both step inputs
and realistic surface deflections. From these runs it is possible to
draw some definite conclusions as to step slse and integration methods
to be used in a submarine simulator.

The Runge-Kutta method is more accurate than is necessary even: for
a ressae:ch program. However, it serves as a useful check on other methods
and, with a step size of 0.25 second, is the reference standard,

It is not necessary to use matrix multiplication to solve for simul-
tancous rates. Using .the rates calculated in the last integration cycle
does not affect the accuracy of the runs.

The minimum step size for best accuracy is 0.25 second based on the
variable step size program. However, there is almost no difference when
"the program is run at 0.5 second. When it is run at 1.0 second, all
parameters remain the same except for p. If the bank angle output is
examined closely, it will be seen that the high frequency wiggles are
out of phase with the standard aid take a little longar to die out. At
1.5 seconds, p goes into oscillation. Therefore, a step size of 0.5
second should be used for a casualty trainer where high rates will be
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encountered. A step size of 1.0 second is satisfactory for a mWneuvering
trainer.

It was hoped that Euler's method could be used for the maneuvering
trainer because it gave good results &t 0.25 second except for p. However,
at i.0 second most of the parameters diverged, thus justifying ils bad
reputation. Therefore, 2nd order Adams will be used in the maneuvering
trainer so that a large step size can be used.

C, COEFFICI.T REDUCTION

1. LONGITUDINAL IMPULSE TESTING

The equations of motion can be represented as a transfer function
that takes a certain set of input conditions and transforms them into a
certain set of outputs. The coefficients of the differential equations
determine the characteristics of this transfer function, and as long as
the system under consideration is linear, it is possible to express the
response of the system independently of any set of inputs by means of
the impulse function,

The impulse function is a spike that occurs at time "two" and shocks
a system into oscillation. The system will oscillate because energy has
been added. These oscillations will correspond to the natural frequencies
and damping ratios because all inputs are zero immediately after ftro".
The time outputs can be analyzed to determine the coefficients necessary
to describe a linear differential equation for the system. These will be
related to the coefficients required in the equations of motion. The
techniques for doing this are well known in Laplace transform theory
applied to servo designT.

A procedure somewhat analogous to impulse testing is used in the
determination of handling characteristics daring the full scale test of
the actual submarine. The test is known as a *meander maneuver" and one
can obtain a direct measure of the inherent longitudinal stability of
the submarine with the following procedure. Essentially, the meander test
is conducted by disturbing the submarine from its neutral pitch angle by
deflecting the sternplanes a Zixed amount in either rise or drive. After
a predetermined pitch angle is reached, the planes are returned to their
neutral position. The resulting pitch angle trajectory provides both
visual and quantitative evaluations of the longitudinal stability of the
submarine.

This comes ass close as possible to impulse testing when applied
to the real-world vehicle. Mathematically, an impulse occurs in zerco
time, but in the real-world case the surfaces take time to move and the
controls have to be held in the deflected position so that the system
is disturbed enough to give a good reading of pitch angle change. How-
ever, when the surface movement is plotted on the same time scale as the
meander maneuver, it forms a very narrow pulse that approaches an impulse.
Once the pitch angle has been plotted for any onset speed, it can be ana-
lyzed for such numerical maneuvers as damping ratio, undampened natural
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frequency, stability roots, and trajectory envelope decay. These are
given in the evaluation reports of the handling qualities for each sub-
marine class.

It was hoped that impulse testing of the equations of motion could
serve two purposes: (i) A series of runs would be made to determine
the natural frequencies and damping ratios at all speeds: and (2) these
figures could then be compared with the actual figures an the submarine
to check the accuracy of the complete set of coefficients. Once this
had been done, the figures could be uoed to generate a new set in which
the equations are assumed to be linear and therefore much simpler than
the original set. The first purpose was successful, the second was not.

The following procedure is used to generate an impulse run. Com-
puter program ZC790, Submarine Simulation, Longitudinal is used to gen-
erate a run with the control subroutine set to generate an input impulse
and the output option set to punch cards with the time and pitch angle
record6d every two seconds. The output on these cards is assumed to follow
the form

4 .e eot (cosft +
where y and t are on the cards and a xc' p KO( ,it , and ý& are con-
stants that are to be determined.

The reason for choosing this form as an equation comes from the
form of the characteristic equation for the longitude channel when the
equations of motion are linearized. The Laplace transform of y is

KLS" + KS t ý<o

, and ' are the natural frequencies of the system and remain
tbe samc in either the time or complex domain and 0.,, OI, and
are functions of these and K#, K,. and K.

If we consider the equations of motion as a linearized set in the
complex domain, they can be written as

[Y = [E(S)][C(5)]
where Y(S) is the output matrix, E(S) are the equations of motion and
C(S) are the input conditions. Ar' impulse is a constant in the complex
domain so Y(S) is equal to E(S). Therefore, Y(t) in the ti;e domain in
response to an impulse can be determinsd by taking the inverse Laplace
transform of the equations of motion for the particular input (the stern-
planes in this case), and the particular output (pitch angle). Th?
details of setting up the equation of motion for the longitudinal t_.annel
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are described in the programing report in program ELI 40 and will not be
hera~~~ ..... Frm WM nlyl i qaion is

A3S3 +A. S•2 " AiS -Ao 0
where

Z3( M(T \W z 0)

1z-)

P4. IAO P4t~

A. 0 -

uhere all the symbols are defined in the equation of motion report.
Actually, computer program EC14O solves this equation in direct matrix
form and allows for the variation in speed.

A compensation is made for the non-linear terms in the longitudinal
loop by modifying the basic coefficients. For example,

, "w , v; beco-me, ZwI w.',,

where w is an average value of w used as a constant. It is determined
by running a number of full set runs and scanning the output for a typical
value of w at steady state conditions. This allows ZW and ZWAW to be
combined into a single term. A similar process is ised with |. being
set to Y

It is obvious that the characteristic equation is a cubic -with at
least one real root. It can be assumed that the other t1o roots are a
complex pair from the behavior of the submarine in a meande:r maneuver.
Therefore, if the equations were linear, the frequencies could be deter-
mined directly from the coefficients and conversely, the coefficients
could be calculated from the measured frequency response.

When the cards have been punched with the time and pitch angle;
Og ,4/ ) and Tcan be determined by two other programs. EC310 is a
program that performs a "least squares fit" to any specified equation
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format from a series of X-Y points. This program requires that fairly
close initial guesses be supplied for the parameters that are to be
calculated. Program EC330 calculates a set of numerical values to be
used as starting conditions for EC310. Details are left to the programing
report.

A summary of the situation will be helpful at this point.

1. The handling qualities report for a particular submarine gives
the results of meander tests taken during full-scale trials and expressed
in terms of frequencies and delays.

2. The stability and control report gives the same information
calculated from the coefficients as determined from the model tests.

3. Program ECI4O uses the NSRDC coefficients to calculate the fre-
quencies and damping ratios. The values are identical to the report if
the coefficients given in the stability and control reports are used in
this program.

4. Computer program Z0790 can be used to preduce a time output
which can be analyzed to find 0o ,/3 , and Y.' The natural frequency
and damping ratio can then be calculated.

It would be convenient if all four sources agreed exactly, but they
do not. Therefore, it was deemed advisable to determine the validity
of the supplied coefficients and the programing of ZC790, the main
simulation program,

The coefficients were taken as supplied by NSRDC and run in Z0790
to produce a full set of meander curves. These curves were compared
with the new data acquired on the demonstration submarine and stored at
NSRDC, and they matched over the entire speed range. The ore, we can
be assured that the longitudinal coefficients used and simulation program
ZG790 (and EM20) will1 accurately simulate the demonstration submarine.
The longitudinal and lateral channels of E920 were checked out in another
manner in order to give further support to this conclusion. The handling
qualities report for the demonstration submarine gives a time history of
a 20-knot vertical-plane overshoot maneuver and a time history of a typioal
24-knot submerged turn. The input conditions were duplicated as closely
as possible and the output curves matched the actual output data taken
during sea-trials to a much closer degree than required for an accurate
simulator.

We can now establish a data platform from the approved criteria
for any submarine simulator. The coefficients as received from NSRDC
are inserted into Z0790 for longitudinal tests or F,920 for six-degrees-
of-freedom and any specified set of inputs can be run off. This will not
only serve to check the reduction mide as a part of this study but more
importantly will serve to check the operation of any simulator using the
standard set of equations of motion. Even before a simulator is delivered
to the user, a complete set of performance specifications can be computed.
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An investigation w•s made into Wuy the handling qualities report
and the stability and control report should have slightly different
frequency and damping ratio parameters for what is essentially the
same vehicle. It was concluded that the processing of the data was re..
sponsible for this difference. The frequencies in the stability report
are calculated from the coefficients as determined by model tests using
the linear model described in =C14O. This neglects such coefficients as
Mw w which were proven to be important by the investigation. The fre-
quencies in the handling qualities report are determined from a time-
history on the assumption that a single pair of complex poles are present
to represent the system rather than a real pole and a pair of complex
ones. This is a standard treatment in servo texts and is used to calcu-
late damping ratios in the verification section of this study. It can
lead to different numbers depending on which points of the time-history
are used. Authorities are not in agreement as to the way to measure the
damping ratio of a higher order function, and most of them use only the
single complex pair case as an example.

The method of calculating the frequencies from the linear coefficients
is possible lead to an idea for calculating a simplified set of longitudinal
coefficients that seemed extremely attractive in theory. The full set of
coefficients are used to run off a set of impulse curves at all speeds.
These curves are reduced to numerical values by the technique described,
and the reverse equations contained in ECIsO are used to generate a new
set of coefficients for all speeds. These would be linear, but would
contain all the variations described by the complete set because of this
change with speed. Unfortunately, this attempt proved to be unsuccessful
due to the difficulty of solving the reverse set on a *least squares* fit.
The approach is outlined here because the problem is in the computing
methods available and not in the theoretical basis behind the problem.

The unknowns are the eight basic coefficients:

which are used to form the characteristic equation:

A 3  5 -AIS " At$-+ Ac - O

If we assume that the variation of the longitudinal stability indices
with speed are known, 'these are the I t P and I 's from either the
impulse runs or the stability and control report) the characteristic
equation takes the form

(s+ br)((S o +'- )= o
Therefore, we can set up a one-to-one correspondence with the

stability indices and the Als,
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3 = ZC,+o o+3

II1

and then solve for the basic coefficients. If tests are run at more
than three speeds, more knowns than unknowns are generated and a best
fit of runs at one-knot intervals, for example, would give us a basic
set that could be used to linearize its equation of motion.

A number of different numerical methods were tried and discarded
because they all broke down on the fact that the slopes of the change
of coefficients with respect to speed is so shallow that not even double
precision subroutines were able to prevent the problem from blowing up.
Most of the non-linear equation solvers require an initial guess and the
shallower the slope, the closer the guess has to be to the true answer
for all eight coefficients. Usually, the original values are suitable as
initial guesses, but in this case they do not satisfy the requirements.
The mathematical difficulties are covered in detail in Freeburg8 . Never-
theless, this approach might prove useful in further work in this field.

2. BASIC COEFFICIENT ANALYSIS

The equations of motion of a body can be developed in terms of force
equations derived from d'Alembert's principle. This principle states
that for any body in motion, the applied forces must be in equilibrium
with the inertia reactions of the body. By assuming that the inertia
reactions have the dimensions of force, the dynamic problem can be reduced
to a static one in which the only requirement is that of sum, of forces a
00. Once the force equations are developed and expressed in terms of
coefficients times functions of velocities,. '_,les, etc., the accelerations
can be computed. Known velocities with the uxternal forces (rudder angle,
plane angles, and thrust) are used as input conditions. This assumes
that tho mass and inertias are known. The accelerations are then inte-
grated to give a new set of velocities which are then used to recompute
a new set of accelerations.

The coefficients can be divided into three categories to facilitate
the investigation of their effects on the acceleration computation for
any set of inputs. They are longitudinal, lateral, and cross-coupling
coefficients.

In the general case, there are six simultaneous differential equations
to be solved for the six-degrees-of-freedom for a body that can rotate
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and traniatew. nowavei, i ~e ta~ rkVn &a o are FpLaoW% onA U110 ipuba,
the problem can be greatly simplified. It is helpful to start the inte-
gration with all forces exactly balanced by the control surface deflec-
tions so that the six accelerations are zero, This is fairly simple to
achieve in a coivuter program by setting the steady-state inputs and
velocities to the correct precomputed values. When the program begins
to run, the accelarations are zero and the velocities do not change until
a surface is deflected.

The first set to be investigated are the longitudinal coefficients.
The program starts with the rudder at neutral and the lateral axis veloc-
ities at zero. Since the longitudinal axis velocities do not couple into
the lateral channel, the lateral velocities remain at zero and any coef-
ficients multiplied by these velocities can be ignored if only the diving
planes and thrust are varied. The three-degree-of-freedom research
program not only assumes that this condition holds, but it eliminates
the lateral channel entirely along with any coefficients using lateral
velocities in the longitudinal channel.

Therefore, only those coefficients multiplied by the longitudinal
velocities are of interest in the first category. They are listed in
table 2.

TABLE 2. LON3ITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS

Axial Force Normal Force Pitching Moment

XQQ ZDQ MQD
rJD ZWD QAQ
XwQ ZQ MWD
IUU ZAQDS K
XWW. ZWAQ MAQIS
ThDSm ZSTR MAWQ
IDE8 ZW MSTR
Thrust coefficients ZWAW MW
XWWX ZAW MWAW
XDS•E ZWW MAW

ZUS MWW
ZDB MDS
ZQE MDB
ZWE MQE
ZWAWN MWE
ZDSE MWAWE

MDSE

The second set of coefficients are those that govern the behavior
of the lateral channel. The assumption is made that an autopilot is
attempting to keep the submarine level so that q is zero and the value
of w remains a small constant. There will be some coupling through the
charge of forward speed as the vehicle b--gins to turn, but it is assumed
that this is small compared to the effect of the rudder. The lateral
coefficients are given in table 3.
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TABLE 3. LATERAL COEFFICIENTS¶

Lateral Force Rolling Moment Yawing Moment

YRD KPD NRD
-PD KRD NPD
YPAP KPAP NRAR
YVD K? V
YR KR NP
yp KVD NR
YARDR KSTR NARDR
YVAR KV NAVR
"YSTR KVAV NSTR
YV KDR NV
YVAV KSTRE NVAV
-!•R NDR
ThE MRE
YVE NVE
YWAVE NVAVE
YDRE NDRE

Finally, there are the cross-coupling terms that couple one channel
into the other and only come into prominence during a climbing or diving
turn. The cross-coupling terms are given in table 4.

TABLE 4,. CROSS-COULID TERMS

Axial Lateral Normal Rolling Pitching Yawing

_RR YPQ ZPP KQR MPP NPQ
XRP YQR ZRR KPQ MRR NQR
XVR XVQ ZRW KVQ MRP NWR
XW UP ZVR KWP MVR NWP
ZDRDR YWR ZP KWR MVP NVQ
XVVE YVW ZVV KVW 1MW
XDRE__

It should be noticed that the cross-coupling terms in the lateral
channels always have one lateral velocity as a multipling factor, but
the longitudinal terms are always multiplied by two lateral velocities.
This is why longitudinal variations do not affect the lateral channel
when the lateral velocities are zero, but any turning rate 'will affect
the performance of the longitudinal channel.

It was established above that the NSRDC equations are accurate for
the simulation, of operational submarine motion when they are used with
the full set of coefficients supplied by this facility. Therefore, a
certain amount ,of program complexity has already been eliminated during
the analysis performed at NSRDC. The terms which are omitted can be of
three types. The first type are those for which the coefficient is zero
because of geometrical symmetry of the hull or mathematical symmetry of

the equations of the hydrodynamic reactions in Taylor's theorem expansion.
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"%I4- Ca,ýv~ 4" ide.~s~ the foilloving:

X•l YQR ZWW KPQ MQAQ NSTR
YSTR ZAW KSTR MAW
YPAP KVW MW

The second type are those which can exist but have been determined
to be too small for submarines in general. They include:

VQ ZPP KDR MP? NQR
!gR KR NRAR

KVQ VWR
KWR

Finally, there are those coefficients which have been set to zero
because they have not been investigated and the effect of their presence
and their magnitude is unknown.

The f) terms are included in this. category. They cover the effect
of the propeller disturbing the flow in addition to producing thrust in
the body of the submarine. As long as a propeller is subjected to uniform
axial flow, the stream velocity is constant for all blade positions around
its path of rotation. As a result, the angle of attack of the blade, the
thrust, and torque are constant, and the ' coefficients can be set to
zero.

As a rule, stern propellers must operate in non-axial flow conditions.
This is true ever for an axially mounted propeller on a body of revolution
where the flow is symmetrical and converges around the afterbody. Then
too, the- body axis may not be parallel to the direction of the stream
velocity, resulting in further deflection of the flow. The blade angle
of attack is altered with respect to flow direction, thus a greater thrust
is produced at one side resulting in an upward force being applied to the
shaft. Any change in the ship's direction of motion will be reflected by
the hydrodynamic forces and moments. A cbange in the propeller RPM will
result in a changed force diagram. The propeller blades will be acting at
different angles of attack with respect to the fluid velocity vectors
until steady-state conditions again prevail after the propeller velocity
is changed.

The demonstration submarine ia known to have certain non-linear
effects that are not reflect-ed in the equations of motion with the

present set of coefficients. These effects could be provided through the
addition of the % terms, but their magnitudes are not known at the
present time. However, the NSRDC equations of motion reprrt states that
for the moderate changes in ahead speed involved in most normal maneuvers,
all of the (1 -1) terms usually can be neglected, Therefore, the following
coefficients are set to zero under the assumption that axial flow exists
at the propeller at all times.
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XVVE YRE ZQE KSTE• MQ NRE
XWWZ YVE ZWE MWE NVE
,XDRDE YVAVE IWAWE ),, AWE NVAVE
XDSDSE YDRE ZDSE MDSE NDRE

However, anl of these terms are included in the programing so that
if the necessity of using them should arise, they can be added merely by
placing a number on an input card.

A survey was made of four different submarine simulations, and in
each case the coefficients listed above were not used. This survey was
correlat-d with interviews of personnel who had received training in the
simulators in question and had served on the submarine class being simu-
lated. The conclusion reached was that the simulation was a good repre-
sentation under normal training maneuvers even with these terms missing.

3. INERAL TEROS

It was stated that the equations of motion can be derived from
d'Alembert's principle that the applied forces must be in equilibrium
with the inertial reactions of 6-he body. This section examines these
inertial reactions of the body with respect to submarine simulation.

The inertial terms are those terms that result from the mass of the
vehicle rather than from any outside forces on the vehicle. As such,
they are written on the left hand side of the equation in the standard
equations of motion published by NSRDC. These terms are of two types;
those resulting from mass and inertia of the hull., and those that appear
in the equations because the center of gravity does not remain at the center
of the coordinate system chosen to specify the coefficients.

Generally, the coordinate system used in aircraft simulation is
coincidental with the center of gravity and moves along with it. This
change does not affect the coefficient because the shift is small and is
mainly due to depletion of on-board fuel located in tanks close to the C0.

An entirely different case is found in submarine simulation. Large
weights of water are taken on board in tanks far removed from the origin
of the reference point used for the inertial frame. Therefore, the
parameters Xj , Y , and ZG representing the shift of the CGO off the origin
are included in the simulation.

The first step was to eliminate functions that are zero because of
the nature of the shape of a submarine. It car. be assumed that Yr can
be set to zero because the CO is not going to shift far in the lateral
direction as the ballast tanks are filled. These tanks are symmetrical
with reference to the X-Z place. rV has the saw value as IZ and the
cross inertialI ,I, andrVZare zero on all submarines studied. This
reduces the inertial terms of the equations to:

Axil 8 ,i3-y+ '~-x c2 2)Z (r )
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Lateral 0 +U wp4 Z (-C )+ ?('f .t 0)

Normal -- ý!ut -tv-P-Z (z -r) Xc,(-rP+ ,Z))

RollXW P+L

Pitch -Tj -Z)r +M(j(A 'V + -4(-k-V)

Yaw ITX) + MX4(;'-W -. - 'Y

The various values of cross velocities were kept in the reduced
equations of motion without investigating their magnitude of effect.
This is because all of these terms are needed to calculate the forces
from the coefficients, and therefore they can be included at the cost
of a single addition. Also, any one of these terms can become quite
large under casualty conditions and will therefore be needed for good
recovery sismlation.

If X and Zj can be held at zero, as in an aircraft similation, the
inertial terms cofld be greatly reduced in complexity. Therefore, an
investigation was made into the effect of X• and ZCon a typical simu-
lation.

The first task is to determine the range of Xt and Zc • The equa-
tions for these parameters are

N

SWo 4W

N

where the W's are the weights of the submarine and water in the tanks and
the Z's and X's are the coordinates of the respective water ballast tanks.
The figures used for the investigation are contained in the report
"OMeasures of Performance Based on Motion Simulation" for the demonstratioa
submarine. In the case of flooding, a compartment filled with water can
be treated as an additional tank.,

Program E0A30 calculated)( , % , Zq, and W for any tank arrange-
meat. The data on the submarine and the individual tanks is used as an
input, and any tank arrangement is controlled by an input card following
the data. In one of the submarines studies, there were values of yr
associated with individual tanks, but the shift in y' was very small,
Also, where tanks are split laterally, the two sides are always filled
equally, reducing Y4 to zero.
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A number of different tank arrangements were tried to cover a range
of )(( and Zq. The final values used were 7 co03est to the center of
buoyancy, a normal operating condition W=B an equal distribution in the
trim tanks), and a worst case inX) with major flooding at tho forward
end of the submarine. Tests were made at 5 and 25 knots to cover the
operating range under these conditions.

A normal overshoot maneuver is used to check the effects of varying
XG- and Z . Programs E2920 or Z0790 are used with the different values
and u, theta, and z are recorded. The results are given in figure 4.

6 RTS

T T T

4

U G :t z/'
25 KT5 a 3

3 4

T T T
I Ref.) XQZ =Z O=
2'-Zq Max~nhu73 - No-r- aI

4-X% Maximuvi
.1'igure 4. Overshoot Response to Tankage Variation

It should be noted that these curves do not represent the true
response of the submarine from the change in the center of gravity due
to distribution of ballast0 This is because onlyXcj andZCI is changed.
The weight still equals the buoyancy.

It can be seen that at 25 knots there is very little change in
response to changing the two parameters. However, at 5 knots, the change
is drastic; in fact, the pitch angle effect reverses with the change in
Mj The change in Z is not as great.

Program ZG691 was used to find the amount of error in three oases.
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TABLE 5. CHANGE OF PERFOWMNCE WITH TANKAGE CHANGE

PERCENT CHAwGE OF VARIABLE

5 KNOTS
ZG MAXIMUM -1.3 -6.6
NORMAL -372.6 -681.2 -1307-.
XcMAXI MUM -692.1 -856.8 -1545.0

25 KNOTS
ZQ MAXIMUM -2.9 o. 2. 7.7
NORMAL - 11.6 -16.4- -41 .4-

Zra MAXIMUM -16-0 2 0 O.7 - 53.5

Z rq could be set to zero if it were not for the 23.4% change in
maximum depth at 5 knots. The direction of change of z remains the same.

A consideration of the results leads to the conclusion that Xq and
Z% should be kept in the modified equations of motion set, and Zr can be
set to a ccr', Ant in the basic set.

7he degree of variation in XQ andZQ can be used to determine how
accurate the tank representation shculd be in a submarine casualty control
trainer. The parameters were varied and changes measured at the end of
one minute. A 15% change inZq resulted in no change in u, less than 1%
change in tha response uf theta, and about a 2% change in maximum depth
change. A 5% change in Xq resulted in as r'reat a change in u, and a 3%
change in theta. Z was changed very little. Therefore, a very close
simulation of Zq in the tank representation is unnecessary even in a
cacualty trainer, but the factors that go to make up Xkshould be computed
to within 5% of the actual response in both time and weight.

The standard equations of motion allow for the center of uuoyancy
(CB) to be displaced from the center of the coordinate axis as well as
the center of gravity. These parameters are expressed as functions of
.*•a ,yg v7Z 't hich are the distances in each dimension of the die-
placement. The CB is fixed in the submarine, and the coefficient co-
ordinate system is always chosen so that X 8 and YB are zero. Z 1 has
to have a definite value that puts the CB above the CG when the submarine
is submerged. This causes the mass to act as a stable pend'flum which
returns to neutral at the natural frequency of the system when the outside
disturbing forces are removed. The restoring force is the force of gravity
a•nd ',he equntions of motion become

Lateral (w- 1) s GSIN
Norma (W- ) cos cos S
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Roll -(ZeyW- Zo1) COSeS)IN4
Pitch -Xq W Cos e Co45 )-(Z W- ZB8) S,4e
Yaw X)4 W cos s,1 r4

with the Xg ,Y8 , andYQ set to zero. It can be seen th.t time will be
saved if terms such as "cos~sin0" are computed only once and saved for
use in the valuation of the accelerations. This also applies to %w-2 ".
The multiplication does not have to be made when separate tanks are
being siled ated.

Z•W= o x'• w7 t• X-r
2~W= 

*,,×o + W
W.,~ + Y- WT L)(

and the latter teý-m can be used before the division by W is made.

4. LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT REDUCTION

Although different sets of operations were followed for each group
of coefficients, a general reduction procedure was followed that was
common to all groups. The task was broken up into three parts: first,
an analysis to determine the effect of each coefficient on the quality
of simulation; second, the determination of the effect of removing groups
of coefficients; and finally, the degree to which the remaining coefficients
should be changed in order to improve the output response of the remaining
set of coefficients after the reduction is made.

A data platform is established by treating a set of input conditions
that will vary those parameters that are multiplied by the coefficients
of interest. The full set of coefficients is used to run a program over
a sufficiently long period of time to set the trend of the outputs to
this aet of input conditions. Points of interest occur where pitch changes
direction or where most of the variables have reached a steady-state
condition. Most of these runs are about one or two minutes simulated
time in length. The variables used in the verification rs should be
those which the trainee will observe during trainer operation such as
pitch angle, bank angle, and forward velocity.

The simulation program is run a number of times with the same input
conditions and the coefficients are set to zero on a term by term basis.
The percentage change is calculated at the point of interest and a table
is set up so that the effect of removing any one coefficient can be seen
at a glance.

Som of tie coefficients are not tested because the nature of the
program requires a numerical value or else the output will not resemble
any vehicle, much less a submar:ne.

The progr. -is rerun with all coefficients having small percentage
errors set to •, 'Ina usual effect is to have all errors increased by
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more than the amouit of the separate runs added together because of the
intera•tions contained in the j•ogram. Terms are added until an acceptable
level of error is reached or remaining terms are used to compensate for
the changes.

Compensation by adjusting the remaining coefficients seems attractive
at first glance, but it cannot be carried too far, This is logically
obvious because of the amount of work that has been done on the original
equations of motion. Any term that could be combined with another term
over the full range of operation of the vehicle would have already boen
combined vith that term when the coefficients were supplied by NSRDC,
However, the requirements for a training simulator are not as rigorous
as those needed for research, so simplifications are possible.

In the sections that follow, the coefficients will be divided into
natural categories and the method taken to reach a successful conclusion
will be outlined. What cannot be shown in a report is that coefficient
reduction is an art rather than a scienco. The basic assumptions and
conclusions will hold true for any submarine chosen for simulation, but
a cut and try procedure will be necessary before it is proven that the
exact reduction used is effective in any particular case.

The longotudirAl coefficients can be divided into two classes after
the coefficients that have been previously set to zero are eliminated.
They are those which are necessary for the simulation to operate and
those w.hich are to be investigated. The two classes are given in table 6.

TAELE 6. NON-ZERO LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS

Axial Normal Pitch

Necessary XUD ZQD MQD
XDSDS ZWD KND
XDBDB ZQ MQ

ZST R MSTR
ZW WN

ZDS MDS
ZDB MIB

To be investigated XQQ ZAQE MAQDS
XWO ZWAQ MAWQ
XWW ZWAW MWAW

The velocity and acceleration coefficients are required to give
stability to the differential equation solutions. ZSTR and MSTR are
required to give correct solutions to steady-state conditions when the
submarine is in 'Level flight. The effect of eliminating them is discussed
later. The rest are required so thdt operaticn of the planes will result
in responae of vehicle movement in the proper direction.

This does not seem to leave many coefficients, but if the remaining
ones are examined it wil3 be seen that elirinating them will reduce the
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complexity of the equation to a much greater degree than their number
would indicate. Let us look at the ZWAQ as a horrible example, It is
multiplied by W//jwl- I(v2 -4*2A1.I¶1c which requires five multiplications.,
a division, a square root, and three absolute values.

A set of initial conditions has to be established before investigation
of the longitudinal loop can begin. The natural set would be to 'stablish
levet, flight before each run. This is not as easy as it sounds, and a
side investigation was made inoo the subject of critical speeds and neutral
angles for a submarine. Neutral angles are defined as those steady pitch
angles, sailplane angles, and sternplane angles which, when combined,
produce a condition of steady level flight or zero path angle at a particular
speed. This requires that the angle of attack equal the pitch angle, and
that the accelerations ';v and q equal zero. RIferenoe is moade to angle
of attack in many texts, including the NSRDC reports, but the parameter
does not appear in the equations of motion. This is because a body axis
system of coordinates is used instead of a flight path set. The angle of
attack is the angle oetween the flight path and the body when roll angle
is zero.

LL

U

W

Figure 5. Angle of Attack

The angle of attack, and in the case of steady level flight the
pitch angle, can be calculated from the relationship

U a ==kx W7

5iN E = s IN t4 " -

as seen in figure 5. This removes the parameter 0 by replacing it wilh
a function of w, For any speed u, the equations of motion can be solved
for level flight in terms of w and S5 or 6 b by setting w, 4, and q to zero.

From Nc,.mal Equation (3)

Zi1W • w W IW+z w .w eW zw 4 'l.* 1 'A.- Iw I4 & s- O

From Pitch Equation (5)
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P density of water, 1 * length of submarine

Scan be either 6b or 6• provided that the correct coefficients
Zib K&b orZ6S$,MS5 are used as inputs.

Program EC470 was written to solve the equations for w and
This program utilizes all coefficients of interest, so that it can be
used with any set of coefficients applicable to the NSRDC equations.
The pitch equation is solved for 6 with a trial value of w, and this
value is used in the normal equation via Newton's method. Once w and
, have been calculated, the program calculates

= ta a - -1 radians

G1= 57.3 e degrees

J = 57. 6 degrees

and prints out u in ft./sec. and knots as well.

This program serves another purpose in addition to determining the
initial conditions for longitudinal runs. The values for 5 are determined
for the operational speed range of the submarine. At some point, the
values become very large. This speed is known as the critical speed
because at this puint the controls are ineffective in controlling the
pitch attitude of the submarine. Fortunately, the critical speed is
di-ffrent for the sternplanes and the sailplanes. The sailplanes are
effective at low speeds, below ten knots. The sternplanes have a very
interesting effect that must be simulated correwtly in order not to
introduce negative training into the simulator. At a certain low speed,
the neutral angles suddenly become very large. Pitch angle and sternplane
deflection reverse direction over a very narrow range. Just b-low this
speed, the anglss come back to approximately their former position, The
"Model Investigation of the Stability and Control Characteristics" report
for the demonstration submarine has a graph of this behavior. It was
used to check the steady-state angles generated by the simulation program
when using the original coefficients. There was a perfect fit between
program =470 output and the NSRDC data for both 6b and 6S over the
operational range of the demonstration submartne.
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The low speed critical area is vital to effective submarine training.
Therefore, if any coefficient changes affect this determination to any
great degree, they must keep their original value in the modified simulation.
The basic simulation is not as critical since a particular submarine is not
being simulated. This is tl-- -eason for keeping ZSTR and MSTR on the list of
necessary coefficients. ZWA. nd MWAW should be checked closely because
they have a definite effect on the values produced by EQL70. ZWW, ZAW, MWW,
and MAW have already been set to zero in the original analysis by NSRDC.

It was hoped that a now set of linear coefficient., could be generated
by means of impulse testing, but this did not work in the case of the
longitudinal loop. Therefore, a series of overshoot runs were madc t.
determine the effect of setting all coefficients in the second class to
zero. This input was the standard overshoot schedule.

DS G .... Z A

T T T

Figure 6. Comparison Criteria

The comparison procedure used for the longitudinal channel uses the
maximum change in ptch angle and depth as the reference points. In
order to remove arn bias due to the part.icular overshoot maneuver used,
all percentages are calculated from change of the change at the reference.
If AG -full set andlNe -modified set are compared, the percentage
change is

% ae - Fs-ee X 00

The same holds true for changes in z. Program simulation times are set to
be large enough so that the reference points are always reached for all
runs as shown in figure 6.

A large number of runs were made. Table 5 gives several represent-
ative cases.

ZWAQ is an extremely desirable term to remove, and it seems to
compensate nicely for MAQDS and ZAQDS. Therefore, these are set to zero
in both programs.

Best Available Copy
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TA? LE 7. PERCE1NT CHANGE IN OVERSHOOT, COEFFICIENTS SET TO ZERO

Coefficient - 0 % %

ZAQDS 2.3 O.h
ZWAO 2.3 0.0
ZWAW 4.6 o.1
MAQDS -2.3 -1.8
MAWQ 1.6 0.3
MAW 7.0 3.3

ZAQDS
ZWAQ : 0 0.0 o.4
MAQDS

All zero 20,9 13.6

All zero
zW+ 75% 0 0.2
MW-f11%

of ZWAW, MAWQ, and MWAW and that ZWAW and MWAW are two of the coefficients
that dotermine the critical speed, it was decided that these three would be
kept in the modified set of equations. This does not increase the amount
of computation by a large amount once the factor (v2+ku)4 has been
calculated. Since it was found necessavy to calculate the square root for
another reason, the most these three terms will add is six multiplications,
three additions, and three data storage locations for the coefficients.

There is another extremely important reason for keeping ZWAW, MWAW,
and MAWQ in the modified simulation. These terms govern the action of the
submarine if it is going straight up. This would not happen under ordinary
maneuvering procedures, but during casualty conditions it is possible to
blow the main ballast tank while sitting dead in the water. This causes
an upward movement in which w is the only body velocity to have any magni-
tude. The conditions are equivalent to an angle of attack of ninety degrees
at this time.

The impulse runs did show that it is possible to produce the same
output with a linear set of coefficients even if they could not be deter-
mined. Therefore., all the terms were set to zero in spite of the large
errors, and the remaining coefficients were varied on a cut and try basis
to see if the errors could be reduced. Runs showed that the acceleration
coefficients ZWD, ZQD, etc. had very little effect on the magnitude of
pitch angle and depth and only varied t~he frequency response. MQ and ZQ
were a little more sensitive and the greatest response was to changing
MW and ZW. Seven runs determined that ZW should be increased by 75% and
MW was decreased by 11%. The magnitude of the response was excellent and
the timing was not greatly Pltered. Additional runs showed that XQO, XWQ,
and •W did not affect either longitudinal loop or the acceleration-deac-
celeration response when thrust was changed. Therefore, these coefficients
were also set to zero.
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The lateral coefficients can be divided in the same manner as thelongitudinal coefficients.

TABLE 8. NON-ZERO LATERAL COEFFICIENTS

La to ral Roll Yaw

Necessary YRD KRD NIU)
YPD KPD NPD
YVD KVD NVD
YR KP NR
YP KV NP
YV NV
YDR ND?.

To be investigated YARDR KPAP NARDR
!VAR KVAV NAVR
YVAV NVAV

Again, the number of coefficients that can be eliminated seems to

be small, but removing YVAR would help in particular with simplifying
the program.

The lateral loop is more complex than the longitudinal loop because
three directions are interacoing rather than just two. In spite of this,
impulse testing provided information of value unlike the other case.

The procedure is as follows. A run is made using the full simulation
program EB920. A new set of linear coefficients is generated from the
assumption that the non-linear terms can be replaced by adjustments in
the remaining coefficients. The EB920 run, made under autopilot control
with' a rudder impulse at t=O, is used to determine an average constant
value of v and r under the assumption that w is zero. These values are
used in program EC320, lateral characteristic equation calculator, to
solve for the adjusted coefficients and natural frequencies using the
principles of linear servo theory. The process is identical to that
explained in the section on longitudinal impulse testing, except that
the lateral characteiristics equation has four roots instead of three.
Two of the roots are real so that time response to an impulse becomes

0( a~ - 0(t oSt/

The additional term over the longitudinal case is a very slowly
convergbig spiral mode that is present in almost all six-degree-of-
freedom vehicles. Pilots are generally unaware that this mode exists,
because they automatically correct bank angle for it while piloting the
vehicle. In aircraft, this mode often diverges slowly and will cause
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%*n+."4AntA to a smirt if thA rilnt'_- mind wIan*irs for any lanath of t.ime

Cards are punched with the values of bank anglo and time and a
convergence run is produced so the actual frequency, rather than the
estimated one, can be used to plot the output. The values of estimated
frequencies produced by EC32,' along with the cards are used by program
EC120, time response coefficient estimator, to calculate input values
for Brown's convergence routine (program EC310) for eight variables instead
of six. EC120 will take oe , ' __, ') and 3 calculated by EC320
and output • • a as defined by the time response
equation. Generally, Brown's routine is unreliable when eight variables
are to be optimized so the estimated values for a.3 and & are held
constant for the first convergence run while optimizing the other six.

E0320 also produces adjusted values for YV, YP, KV, NN, azd NR.
These values are used in the complete simulation program with YARDE,
YVAR, YVAV, KPAP, KVAV, NARDR, NAVR, and NVAV set to zero. Impulse runs
were made at 5, 10, and 25 knots, and the results were plotted against
the full-set runs determined above. The curves show excellent agreement
between the two impulse runs at 5 and 10 knots and good agreement at 25
knots. This states that the non-linear coefficients can be set to zero
and the lateral loop will still have the same natural frequencies and
damping characteristics as with the full set of coefficients. Therefore,
it was assumed that this procedure would lead to the basic set.

It was discovered later on that this approximation was too drastic
when all the modifications were made to the modified and basic programs.
Additional tests were made under closed loop cnntrol to simulate the
response when the pilot controls the vehicle.

The trouble with making this type of inv~stigation on a general
purpose digital computer is that it is not a simulator. There is no way
to have a man monitor the output and change Ss, for examnple, as the
program proceeds. A set of input conditions is established and the
program calculates to the end of a set time. In order to simulate closed
loop response, an autopilot was designed to keep the submarine in level
flight at a constant depth. Otherwise, the longitudirnal loop was free
to move to any position during the course of a steady-state turn. The
equation used for the autopilot was

D5-= DB= .oo0 (ZC-Z)+ 3.5 +.01 2( Sim 9- w cose)+,2.o

DS and DB are the stern and sailplanes respectively in radians, ZC is
the command depth in feet, and the other variables are the same as in the
simulation program. The term (u sin 9 - w cos 9) was used for £ because
7 was not available in the CONTROL subroutine. The a-xtopilot programing
limited both plane deflections to 45° in either direction.

Closed loop control was found to be extremely necessary to determine
that approximations made to reduce the coefficients were still valid
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when the simulation was tested. For example, when the longitudinal loop
was frozen (w =O, 6 4 O) t1e lateral loop responded very closely to the
full set of coefficients to constant rudder commands wihen the non-linear
terms were eliminated. This was not the case when closed loop control
was used. Therefore, all tests were made with both the lateral and cross-
coupling term us.Lng the autopilot with a steady turn requirement. Even
though the submarine was being held in level flight, the behavior of the
autopilot, as reflected by z and o, can be used tc determine the effective-
ness of coefficients in both the longitudinal and lateral loops.

The degree of maximum bank angle change and steady-state bank angle
late in a turn were used as a stan:ard to compare the effect of the
various coefficients as shown in figure 7.

DR IK40'ss
T T

rigure 7. Bank Angle Comparison

Table 9 shows the relationship of 0 max and (k for several coef-
ficients to the rudder deflection that was used.

TABLE 9. BANK ANGLE COMPARISON

Coefficient Z0 0 max% oOss%

YARDR 100 11.0
YVAR 11.8 11.8
YVAV 13.7 14.7
KPAP i.C 3.2
KVAV -65.0 -70.0
NARDR - 4.o 5.0
NAVR 3.5 - 3.5
NVAV 3.1 - 2.0

It is obvious that KVAV is necessary if the maximum and steady roll
angles are to resemble the original effects at all. KVAV is multiplied
by v.(Vl+ w2)' as in YVAV which has the second longest magnitude
change, Therefore, YVAV can be utilized with only one additional multi-
plication and aldition along with a data storage location for YVAV. NVAV
was kept for the same reason although its effect is minor. This is because
it can be added with very little effort and its sign is such that it aids
in stabilizing YV when computing v . This could be important during
casualty conditions when the equations are making large changes.

Therefore, the lateral loop is redaced by setting YARDR, YVAR, KPAP,
NARDR, and NAVR to zero. The effects of this did not cancel out, so
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several runs were made to adjust KVAV to bring maximum bank angle and
steady-state bank angles into line. In the case of the demonstration
submarine, KVAV was reduced by 50%. It was found that heading angle
was increasing at a faster rate than originally when all the modifications
were inade. Therefore, NDR was adjusted on a cut and try basis to bring
heading rate back to its original value without affecting bank angle.
NDR was reduced by 20% to achieve this effect.

Since KVAV is necessary and is to be adjusted no matter what happens
to the other coefficients, it was concluded that this lateral. set should
be used for both the basic and modified set of equations.

6. CROSS-COUPLING COEFFICIENT REDUCTION

The cross-coupling coefficients are those that are used only when
all six-degrees-of-freedom are energized, They are listed in table 10.

TABLE 10. NON-ZERO CROSS-COUPLING COEFFICIENTS

Axial Lateral Normal Roll Pitch Yaw

XRR YPQ ZRR KQR MRR NPQ
XRP YWP ZVR KWP MVR NWP
XVR YVW ZVV MVV NVW
XVV ZRP MVP

ZVP MRP

All of these were set to zero and a rumber of steadr-state turns
were made under autopilot control. It wa6 soon evident that something was
wrong when the autopilot could not hold depth to within several hundred
feet. When the original coefficients were used, the depth change was
about four feet. A term-bv-term check showed what the difficulty was:

T.ABLE 1L. DE?'TH CHANGIF FOR SrLADY TTUN

Coefficient" 0 Change in ft.

None 4.16
XRR 5.29
XHP 5.21;XVR 9•11
SXW 4.63
ZRR 18.00
ZVR 12.38
ZVV -33-00
ZRP 5.21

/•P 4.53
MR -25.40
MVR 21.27
MW 21.26
me 4.28
MRR 3.85

____ _ _-__.....__50
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ZRR, ZVR, ZVV, MRR, MIRJ cid MVV are requirpd to make the equations
behave likv a submarine diring steady-state turns. The ,ter longitudinal
cross-coupling coefficients and all of the latiral O coefficients can
be set to zero. Any rnbalanc3 in the lateral loop can be taken care of
'ith the KVAV adjustment.

7. THRUST rERMS

Thrust is computed as a function of the engine parameters in the
general equations of simulation. This quantity is compared to the coef-
ficient of drag, computed from aerodynamic parameters, in the axial force
equation. When thrust equals drag, C& is zero, and the forward body
speed is in a steady-state condition. A slightly different method is
used in the NSRDC equations of motion because the coefficient of drag
does not appear explicitly in the axial equations.

Drag coefficients are computed as functions of rotational and side
velocities through the water and as functions of the control surfaces,
but all of these terms go to zero when the forward velocity lies along
the X-body axis (oCw = 0). Tne coefficientXv.&L is not the main drag
coefficient, but represents small departures of the drag coefficient
from an equilibrium value. It is set to zero in the NSRDC equations.

Therefore, the main computation for the comparison between thrust
and drag falls on the term

Sp2'(aj ce + b ~ ,+ iL

where * water density
Ssubmarine length

4& = forward speed
4 ca command speed

at) bt)CL a thrust coefficients

, , & , and Ce are a set of constants that are used to represent
propeller thrust and body drag. They are computed from both the steady.
state thrust conditions and the acceleration-decej.pration values for the
suiofmarne. Three sets are supplied with the submarine coefficients. One
set is used when the commanded speed is half of the actual speed or greater.
A second set is for below this value, and a third one is for full reverse.
The three coefficients in each set must add up to zero. This is so that
when commanded speed equals actual speed, thrust equals drag and the output
of the above term is zero.

Accaleration and deceleration data was not available for the demon-
stration submarine. Therefore, it was assumed that the NSRDC coefficients
accurately represented thrust and they were programed as indicated in the
equations of motion. This means that the modified and basic equation sets
are compared &gainat the full set in acceleration-deceleration runs instead
)f using actuai submairlne data for verificatien.
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In order to check out thrust response, program ZC300 was written
to calculate both thrst in pounda and acceleration in feet per second
squared for any conditicn of actual and commanded speed. The equation
of interest is

ýmu.' UL + bt + U

where a is the mass of the submarine. -Ma has the dimensions of pounds
(&glish units) which is to be expected from F = ma. Therefore, the
calculation of the term on the right-hand side oi the equation can be
printed out directly as pounds of thrust and, when divided by the mass
of the -submWine, as the acceleration in feet per second.

Mhe equations of motion use the parameter Irt te indicate which
set of coefficients to use in the thrust equation. Thi is merely the
ratio of the comanded speed divided by the actual speed and indicates
the breakopoints on the curves used to determine the coefficients. The
thrust program allows 11 limits to be specified during input.

The comanded speed tUc is related to the RPM of the propeller by
-a linear constant. This constant can be determined from curves vrich are
found in the NSRDC report *Resistance and Propulsion Characteristics of
the Submarine as Predicted from Model Tests* for the particular
sub rineof Interest.

It should be noted that Utc can go negative and this can cause "Oc
to be negative. Thii happens when backing down during emergencies, and
the -coefficients are computed correctly for this. However, that does not
mean that L.. can go negative. All of the coefficients assume that Lt is
always positive and the thrust term are calculated on this basis.

can be calculated from RPM times a c2nstant, but some additional
subroutines would be required in a submarine simulator. The time history
of an RPM change has to allow for communication lag-, human response time,
and engine response lags. wlds could be simulated by a delay followed
by an exponential change to the new value of RPM.

8. KINDIATIC RU.TIONS

7he kinematic relations can be considered as a pair of transformations
that will transform the body axis rates into Euler angle rates and the body
axis velocities into earth axis velocities. Part of these transformations
are given on page 12 in the NSRDC Report 2510, but not in a form that can
be used conveniently for digital computation.

All forces and accelerations are calculated in the body axis system.
This system lies along the physical axis of the submarine body and moves
along with it. Those are not the axes about which bank, pitch, and yaw
rotate, and therefore a transformation is needed to calculate the angular
rates. It is known as an Euler transformation and the development of
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this particular set is given in many text books . NSRDG Report 2510
-ives t3-. foUlowing expression for bank, pitch, and yaw rateu.

4, =+ tP SI
9,+ jCose sI,1

= cosCcos C

The trouble with this se'w of equations is that yaw rate has to be
known to calculate pitching rate and pitching rate has to be known to
calculate yaw rate. If the body axis angular rates are placed on one
side of the equation, the Euler rates on tho other, and matrix notation
is used, the difficulty is obvious.

1 0 SIN p

o cos4 CsesIN,

The above equation assuhmes that the Euler rates are known and the
body axis rates desired when the reverse is true.

The inverse matrix is

[:L Cos e Cose4

Ir
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With this matrix, p, q, and r are calculated, and the transformation
is made to solve for the Euler rates. An additional saving in cotwlexity
car be made if the naw rates are calculated in the proper order. Expand-
ing the matrix gives the following.

S+ SIN e SIN " + S14)CSCs oe C

'•,I q. Sim (b +o Y Co
=p+m +) {O im case }t

= cos C os se

Therefore, if I& is calculated from q and r before the calculation
for • , the three equations can be written as follows.

4tsm + Cos4
Cose

The order of the calculations is important uincq a digital computer
can evaluate only one term at a time. Notice that 40 is the same as
the WSDC set, but that the other two equations can be calculated inde-
pendently. One problem with any Euler transformation is that singular
points uan occur. In the second equaation, the determinate of the matrix
is cosO, so the transformation is not valid at 0 1= /2. The assumption
is male that although large pitch angles (07: 600) can occur, a submarine
cannot get inio a true vertical position. Therefore, the singularity
should not give any trouble. As a practical matter, such a condition
would give either the largest possible yaw rate, or the problem would
stop due to a zero divide check error depending on the computer.

Si nerally, a maneuvering trainer is concerned with angles and depth,.
but not with position in the X-Y plane. Because of this, the NSRDC report
given an equation for Yertical speed only related to the earth axis, and
ignores the equations needed for Z and Y positions. These equations wereadded to the researoh submarine program so that the outputs would be
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complete. The only reason for includlng them in a sutvarine simaav'r
[program iould be if it were to be used in a ballistic misnile sub-triner

Swhere position with reference to distant points is important. The '.JA ns-
formwtion used changes the body axis velocities to earth axis vel& .ties
with x along the north axis, y along the east axis, and z doenvard. The
equations are

Z=U SIMe9vC•COs eC.0 So

= U~COsG COSW~i+ %/(sIN slue Cos /COS4Os~t V$~)

+w(cosOS.tsecos W+$)WOSaNj&)

kX uCoseSim~ + V($I r4 slue im.+ Cos P)CS ý)

+ W (to 5 la e,0 Si SIN ~) co'sp)

It can be seen that time an• space will be saved in the computer
if x and y do not have to be calculated.

There exist fairly simple algorithms for calculating sine and cosine
functions. The simplest one of all is suggested for the basic trainer
if core space problems require that the final program be as small as
possible. They are

sing = 0.971 0 radians

cosO = 1.02 - 0.28 0 radians

These functions have less than 5% error up to o20 . Submarine pitch
angles can exceed this limit, but it should not occur too often in a
basic maneuvering trainer.

A more satisfactory algorithm for the modified simulation is

SINe =9 -

Cose
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They have less than 3% error at 75° which should serve for any
purpose. Of course, both vork only over the range of 1T/2 to -f/2
so sin W and cosv W will have to be calculated by a more compln" sub-
routin if X and Y are to be calculated.

9. NEAR SURFACE OPERAT1ON

Two affects come into play when a submarine is operating close to
the eurface. The coefficients of the equations ef motion arx uhanged
due to the presence of the surface and forces and monwas are generated
by waves on the surface.

An investigation was made into the effects of coefficient changes
on the demonstration submarine. These coefficients were supplied by
NSRC as a result of depthkeeping studies under a seaway and are assumed
to be correct. The reastms for these changes are ,hat a body moving
under the free surface of a liquid produces a flow pattern which in turn
affects the body itself. In addition, the nature of the surface in the
form of wind waves influences the body. The malpitude of all of these
-effects is related to the depth of the bodybelow the surface and its
TSIOcit6V-

When the body is near the surface, the flow pattern produced in be-
tween the body and the surface is a Bernoulli contour system. The positive
pressures at th. bow and stern produce wave crests,, waile the lower
pressure at mid-body produces a truugn. The reduced depta over the mid-
portion of the body reduces the streamline flow area between body and
surface. The establisbment of the Bernoulli contour system increases
the positive pressures at bow and stern and decreases the mid-body pressure
on the upper surface of the b.dy, Since this effect is not produced on
the bottom at relatively low velocities, the low pressures act over a
larger area on the tzp surface resulma g in a net vertical force or. the
body acting to push the body toward the surface.

As the velocity of tLe body increases, the wave pattern on the surface
lags more and more, resulting in changes to the pressure pattern to the
extent that the positive pressure in the bow area covers more and more of
the upper area. A nqt transverse force in the downward directivon is then
produced, Because of the Bernoulli contour system effect, the positivA
pressure at the bow is greater while the positive pressure at the stern
is lower. This condition results in an incrsase in pressure drag,
varying with body velocity and depth, and wkown generally as wave resistance.

One of the references indicated that the change in damping ratio,
in particular, could be substantiarunder near-surface conditions:', but
another one indicated the opposite . Therefore, impulse runs ,'Žr? rmAde
using coefricients modified for the above effect and were comp& -•a with
the deep coaficients.

Coefficients were available at 6 and 12 knoto, so impulse runs
were run at theme speeds. Pitch angle was recorded as a typical
parameter. The two runs for deep and surface coefficients were plotted
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against each other. A shift in the vertical axis was due to different
initial conditions of level flieht, and the result shows very little dif.-
ference in the response at either 6 or 12 knots. In each cse, the "ini-
tial conditions* program EM70 was used to generate a neutra•l pitch angle,
normal velocity, and sternblane deflection for level flight.

Because the critical speed for the demonstration submarine is below
six knots, it was decided to repeat an imtpuilse run at two knots to ensur-
"that performance did not change at very low speeds. Coefficients were
not available at this speed, so the values for 6 and 12 knots were ex-
trapolated into the 2 knot &rea. The main changes were inZW and MW
which were lowered by 3% and 15% respectively. This run had a nýLnor
phbse shift that would not be noticeable to the trainee, bit was o therwise
identical to the deep coefficient case at two knots,

The results of the impulse runs indicate that the handling qualities
of the demonstration submarine do not change appreciatively d"e to the
presence of a calm near-surface. A further check was made using overshoot
runs as a criteria. The change in forward speed, pitch angle, and depth
at values of maximum change between the two sets of coefficients are given
in table 32.

TABLJJ 12. SFROS.I! -JUNG? 0, CVF IG, DEEP TO S ?.PAC OEF--i.ENTS

6 Knots 12 Knots

A 7.7 13.0

1 -1.13.7

Z -4.3 10.9

Because the change in u is very small during these overshoot run-,
the 13% difference represents an absolute change of less than one tenth
of a knot at twelve knots. A comparison of the curves of the runs showo
that very little change occurs when surface coefficients are used.

The one thing that might bother the trainee is that the conoi tions
for level flight are different close to the surface. For example, the
neutral pitch angle becomes slightly negative as the surface i approached.
It was also felt that much of the change in overshoot response was due to
ais difference, so a run was made at twelve knots and used surface

coefficients except for Z* andM*. The changes in this case are seen
in table 13.

In other words, most of the change during an overshoot run was due
to the different M* and Z'4determining different neutral angles and
not due to the use of other surface coefficients.

Therefore, It will not be necessary to u ;e surface coefficiente in
e ther trainer. If very accurate near-surface operation is required as
part of the training mission, N1•and Z# should be computed as a function
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ALL 3.6

A & 1.1

ok velocity aid depth in the modif ied pregam.

The valuw of the wave coefficient magnitudes were not sa,4•plied by

NSPWC althow;. w~rk hk. been done l this area. An investigation was
usA. Into the wagnatvde of these coefficienl_, during a Sea state 5 sea
uuing the classical methods of hydrc'ýymaics .

Calculations for the wave surface amplitude have been calculated in
the section on Wave Generation. The forces and moments are resolved
through the difference between the heading angle of the submarine and the
heading angle of the -wes. Usuall3y, a simplification is made that the
wind is alUayP blowing from the aorth, but a variable wind direction can
0e added easily. The forces and moments are then varird as a fu-nction
of the depth, reaching a negligible value at about five hull diameters
below the surface.

D, MODIFIED AND BASIC PROGRAM SDMATION

The modified submarine math model cm, be -ritten when all the
approximations to the full-set equations of motiona have been determiaed.
The first step is to set all negligible coefficients to zero and remove
the parameters not being used. Th, equations are solved for the s .x
aceleUrations, ant any set of terms that can be reduced to a constant
is replaced by that constant, A certain amount of juggling is performed
•L ordeir to reduce the nuber of arithmetical operations, and the final
remslt is knov1 as the coumpat ' submarine simulation progi-am. This is the
program that would be used in a submarJne simulator irrespective of whether
analog or digital computation was used and, in the case of a digital
courter, whether or not FORTRAN or assembly language was used. The
program for eix-degrees-of-freedom n,ývement, Conpact Equations of Motaon
(3C780), are given in equations (12) through (17).

Axa (12)

4 ( 0(,6, 5, +X65, 2

+ -. b,.,. + C 4c) -- )
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I+__ (13)

Y Jr. 4sty%

Norml (14)

SX,(rp F)

Roll (15)

Irk (;,r- wp + Ur~p I~ *kA

+ %A •%% s + u•" % ÷ml ., ." zI
K(W -,L~4OB) c~

Pitch 
(16)

M + 4 4- (VA ) e

:. 1. Alim tiX~~'~o+ mQ 1 "Alw-0'
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I
Yaw (17)

+ N 4 1.1 64 ,
- m..X (r -wp +urft ,,.N•• a•J

+4 (tp 4 t4~X 4 j A4of + (X ,W) COU e1*IV%

The parameters are defined in equation (18). In the equations that
follow, the terms on the left side of the equation are u~ed in the compact
submarine simlation ana the terms on the right side are the original NSRDC
coefficientm as defined in NSRDC Report 2510. The only exception to this
is T4, T5, etc. which are used on 'aoth sides of the equation once the
term for the inertial mass has been inverted. These values are different
in the two programs, because one is normalized and the other is not, but
they employ the same symbology because they occupy the same locations in
the two equations of notion.

Coefficient Description (EC780) (18)

XOSOIS
xo•,D•'= x,, =I -ii..

AU!a.
xo~os' = X•., : " ••

A lie
=Z 

L

Aes' : a'. = •,e'

A t  
2 .. ..
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Since MHP and NPQ can be added to the compact simulation at no

additional cost, these toms wore kept even though their necessity is
doubtful.

Although the compact coefficients could be calculated by hand,
it is far easier to use the computer. This is especially true consid-
ering that the input deck for propram E920 contains all of the necessary
NSRDC coefficients. The resulting values will have to be punched on
cards as input to the compact submarine simulation program.

Program EC790 - Compact Coefficient Calculator was written to perform
this chore. The program consists of a main program and two subroutines
called INPUT and WRITE. The main program calls INPUT to reod in a dock
of cards and then cAlls WRITE to write them out. The seventy or so new
coefficients are calculated and WRITE is called again to write out the
new values. These new values are then punched on cards in a format t2
can be used as an input to the compact submarine sinmlation program.

Subroutine INPUT w-s taken directly from the main program of BB920.
it reads in the same data deck as EM20 including the values that are not
going to be used. This saves having to make up a new input dock to use
this program after E920 has been used in the investigation of a set of
coefficients.

Subroutine WRITE was also taken from EB920. It uses the same output
format for printing out the coefficients. When the program prints out
the @am format for the second time, the values have become those on
the output cards. These are then used in the compact simulation prcgram
even though the nomenclature remains the same. Values not used by the
new program remain the ame.

Program EC780 - Compact Submarine Simulation is a FORTRAN program
using the mathematical model for the reduced equationt- of motion. It
represents the chief goal of the study in that it is as small as possible
while still simulating the path of a submarine accurately.

This program can be run in any digital computer that has a FORTRAN
compiler and enough core, It has been run on the IBM 36 0/4O, SDS Sigma 5,
and an SIM Sigma 2 which is a small 16-bit mchine. In every case, it
gave good results vhen compared against EEV20 with the same set of input
conditions.

The MAIN program reads in the input cards produced by EC790, prints
out a heading called UPDATE, prints out the twelve parameters of velocity
and position and then checks the tim to see if the program is done.

The UPDATE subroutine is equivalent to a combined EVAL and INTEG
subroutine in E920. It calculates veloities, thrust, trig functions)
accelerations, Duler angles, and then integrates using 2nd order Adamm.
This program is all that is necessary for the flight portion of a sub-
marine simulator.
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Subrouttie CONTR is identical to the same subroutine in P420.
It was added so that the comrpa-t program would be checked out against
I320 and no attempt-was made to shorten it. It allows olimbing turns,
flat turnsw meanders, overshoots, and impulse runs in the same manner as
the original.

Finally, the output format for WC(80 was designed so that the twelve
variables could be printed out on a teletypewriter rather than a line
printer. This is so that a very small computer can be used and useful
resulta can still be obtained.

3. WAVE -0NERTICtK

'The analytical treatmnt of wind-generated ocean waves has undergone
a revolution in the last five years. This started in 1953 when Dr. Pierson
and Dr. Neumann published *Practical Methods for Observing and Forecasting
Ocean Waves by Means of Wave Spectra and Statisties". The field was
entirely shifted over from a determinate one to astatistical basis by
1963 with the publication of 'Ocean Wave Spect*am02 This was an account
of proceedings of the Eaton, Nd. conference in that year. The field is
a complex one and,, rather than giving a superficial treatment here, this
section will attempt to outline some of the references that lead to an
undestanding of wave spectra. This will be followed ty a discussion of
two different methods of generating wave amplitude with a digital oomputer
program.

The basic reference in Chapter 8 of *Wind Waves' 1 3 by Blair Kinsman,
This chapter gives a short history of the development of wave spectra
theoryi discusses some of the stationary Gauasian process mathematical
models, shows the development of the Neumann spectrux, and finally indicates
the uses to which the Pierson - Neumann theory can be put, Some of the
mathematics is fairly rough going, but the text is very clear and under-
standable.

The second reference that is a "*=t* is "Sea Spectra Simplfe4
by Walker H. Nichel. This report discuses the concept of a wave spectrum
from a physical point of view and shbov why a frequency spectrum is used,
written with a minimm of mathmatics. Nore importantly, it gives a
review of the different spectra that have been developed in the past few
year and outlines the notation and units used by the different workers
in the field. Just to UiLrAstrate one source of confusion, some use energy,
sowe use wave height, and some use amplitudes. Finally, ten references
are xtven that cover the development of the wave spectra theory.

The first nine pages of "Recent Developments in Seakeeping Research
and its Application to Design*l5 give a brief discussion of the same
areas as Nichel's paper. The end of the paper has a list of 1 42 references
covering almost every paper of thb "statistical era" since 1960. It is
available as a repritt from S90A.

The three references listed give a good overall view, but they do
not tie down an actual spectrum that could be used du: Ag a wave generation
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investigation. This U dop in "A Sea Spectrum for Model Tests andLong-Tere Ship Prediction*`u by J.R. Scott. A particular spectrum is
given and justdfied along with the tramformation that determines theenergy in the spectrum proportional to either the average wave height
(se* state) or the wind speed existing at the place where the waves are
assumed to exist.

All of these references indicate how to measure waves, determine
the spectrum characteristics, and apply the theoretical results obtained;
but they do not give any help as to how a mathematical model might be
developed to generate wave amplitudes with a computer. The two different
approaches are covered in "The Analysis and Mode34ng of Irregular Waves" 1 7

and "Mathematical Generation of a Realistic Sea.l5 by Chen et al. The
second report is out of print, but it may be obtained from the Defense
Documentation Center under number AD609906 by qualified users. A review
of these papers and references will give a complete background into the
subject of statistical wave generation for research purposes.

However, no one in the field seems to be using these techniques
with a digital computer to produce waves with the desired statistical
properties in real-time. The closest approach is in the wave-making
machine used with a towing tank for testing uses. In this ease, signals
are generated using an analog computer and recorded in analog form on mag-
netic tape. The tape is played back when a wave signal is desired. The
two different methods were examined, a mathematical model was developed,
and a computer program was written to generate a random wave over time.

The concept of a wave cpectrum is based on tbz energy content of
the wave, which is proportional to the sea state, being divided into
different frequencies of superimposed sanusodial waves. The eneýrgy
divides according to hydrodynamuic principles 3nto a particular frequency
curve which can be determined by making many measurements of waves and
analyzing the resulting data. The irregular surface is due to the fact
that these sinusoids have phase angles which oecur in a completely random
manner with time. Therefore, they add and subtract to present the typical
irregular surface seen on the ocean, rather than the regular wave-fors
expected from a trigonometric Fourier expansion wiih fixed phases.

The energy in a sine wave is related to the amplitude by the expression

where p is the water density and h is the wave height.

To calculate a wave height at a particular point, a sine wavw is
calculated for each of a number of frequencies. Their a&litude, and
therefore °aheir energy, at each frequency is determined by the wave spectra
curve. These frequhnoies are shifted in random phase and added together
for each time point. The min difference between the two methods outlined
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is how the frequency division is made. The older of the two methods is
the addition of a finite number of cosine waves of different amplitudes
and frequencies. The following mathematical model was developed from
"Mathematical Generation of' a Realistic Sea" and section 8.3 of *Wind
Waves". The surface elevation can be represented as a stationary Gaussian
process in three dimensions. This can be reduced to a function of time
by assuming that only the sintle point directly over the submarine is
of interest, and placing the coordinate reference system origin at this
point. The surface elevation then becomes

'r C os. [ w t C ,., p )] A),t'.

where

Uj = frequency

= difference between wind direction and wave
direction

E (u,4) a random phase angle (0-2W)

A2 (w 113) = wave spectr, m

The reason for putting the diff6rential under the radical sign is
covered in Chapter 8 of "Wind Waves.% In order to program this integral
on 4 digital cmruter, it was necessary to divide it into discrete elements
so that they cPA be added numerically. This is a double integral so the
division has to be made in both &, and13

The first task is to divide the directional dependence energy spectrum
into equal bands on each aide of the primary wind direction. This is
usually assumed to be

22 {P( o24 4 '
A /3,) =tew~0 othey-w ie

"This converts the spectrum into a function of frequency only and
allows separate calculations of theA part of the integral. We then
can divide the integral according to th exaple.

IV
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This now has five equal energy hands off the main wind axia by

using constants evaluated ifn table 14 as calculated in Chen's report.

TABLE 14. WAVE EERGY BANDS

A/3 SECTOR a~ fco 5'23dj3 S E CTO

-60° -900 to -520 .00906
-300 -520 to -15.4 0  0.4330

-0 15.40 to ÷15.40 0.5325
300 15.40 to 520 0.4330
600 520 to 900 0.0906

IL represents the energy in a sector which contains / dividing
the sector into two equal areas on each side of .

The wave spectrum is also divided into equal energy areas. The
total area under the spectrum curve represents total energy in the wave
and it is a simple job to solve for the frequency points which give equal
areas after integrating the function for A2(u). If each of these points
isLU ; then

W W)

We can now write the surface elevation as a summation of discrete
points

r~~t) = =At+ VA-v;)

where all the terms have been defined.

This mathematical model was programed using the Pierson - Moskowitz
spectrum. This is a spectrum curve that is being used as the interim
standard in both analytical and experimental studies. Its equation is
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A2( ) 1 e-0 U

where U is the wind speed. The actual equation programed was

S~) 62)I 1T 3.Z *90(W

W had ten different values which were computed from the spectrum
and ran from a lover limit of 0.2 rad/sec. to 1.8 rad/sec. U was chosen
to be 40 feet per second and the al 's were read in from cards. A random
number generator was called fifty times and scale6 for 0 to 2 h to
calculate values for ei . These values were ',omputed and stored each
time the program was usad. Figure 8 shows 0O0 points calculated at one
second intervals. The I axis is in per cent of the largest point calculated.
This would correspond to a wave height of 25 ft. at this wind speed.

This program takes about one-tenth of a second to calculate one
point in time and requires quite a bit of core space to hold the values
used to make up the sumtion (fifty in the case of the example), so
it is useful only for the research program. It would have to be greatly
simplified for use in a submarine simluator.

The secoad method vas recently borrowed from comninoations and
filter theory. It oonuists of a filter network that has a frequency
response that is equivalent to the desired spectral density energized
by a %hite noise' random excitation. "Whito noise" has a constant spectral
density containing all frequencies equally, and s:nce a filter in the
frequency domain can be considered as a variable gain device, the output
will have frequencies statistically equal to that of ocean wa•es. White
noise cannot be realized as a practical matter, but ocean wave spectra
are limited to 2 radians per second, so a flat band-limited signal vill
do. This is a very easy process when using an analog computer, A gas
tube is used as a white nois, source and a filter is designed and programed
using conventional techniques. The job is a little harder when using a
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digital computer.
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F'igur3 8. Typica± Wave uutput

The "Analysis and Modeling of Irregular Waves" gives a mathematical
model that can be used as a filter to create the Pierson - Moskowitz
spectrum. The desired frequent! response for the filter is

H ():(A2 '0)- .9 a U . ( )
= e

and the frequency response can be duplicated by means of a low pass
filter followed by a three section high pass filter. The conutants
were derived empirically by plotting H(w) and comparing the curve with
the filter frequency response as the damping factor and natural frequency
of each section was varied. The filter equation is
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TAME 15. WIND CONSTANTS

Wind Speed (knots) L SL_

45 0.39 0.325 0.21 0.707
40 o.43 0.25 0.24 0.707
35 o.48 0.325 0.27 0.707

The factors were given in the reference and were used in a digital
computer program to generate waves for the 40 knot case. This program
was not included in the study library of programs because it uves a
noise generator that is both IBM 360/40 machine-dependent and GAG DOS
Operating System dependent, and. therefore will run only at the Goodyear
Aerospace facility. A white noise generator that operates as fast as
possible and has a Gaussian probability distribution functioa would
ze written ±o the particular computer uaed.

The programing of the filter is straight forward. It is necessary
to find a set of difference equationq having a system ;unction R(z) which
is equivalent to that of H(s). A method due to Baxter0 is given.

If a transfer function is written in terms of s, the Laplace operator,
the ftuxction i/s can be considered as an integration. Therefore, if an
integration i-transform I(z) is known, the filter z function can be written
by replacing the s with the factor 1/I(zl. An example will make this
clear, Assume

SH1 (s) =
H (S) 52" + W%/h 5+Wh I

uEler Integration 01, with time integral h

h Z-
1(z) = _z

Thus H(z) equals B(l/I(-)) which equals

h ZWh 2
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or

h2.z-

1-(Z+ ZWh 8 h)Z-2 + (.-z WhC6h+wh 1 h2)Z- 2 -

This can be written directly as a difference equation through the
method outlined in the section on intugration methods and can then be
programed into

--(z+ aw , , _4-h %

The soame me~hiod is used with the oher sections of the filter.
The first 4 h-2. 2s the output of the random noise generator and each
4 becomes the ý of the next section.

This method worked as well as the cosine series addition because
there were ,nly 16 multiplication and additiuns along with the generation
of the random number, It should be noted that most Gaussian random.number
generators are extremely slow and are not suitable for real-time. The
one used at GAC is written in IBM machine language in order to perform
shifting operations that are difficult to do in FORTRAN. This is not a
problem with the cosine generator because the zandom numbers are genrwted
only when the subroutine is first entered.

Since this work was done, another reference on d•irect programing
of Laplace transfer functions was found. The refere.ce 'Digital Filter
Design Techniques in the Frequency Donmin" by Rader and Gold gives several
m3thods. One that has been utilized for filter design on another project
at Goodyear Aerospace is as follows. Replace the natural frequency of the
filter by a new natural frequency

W~h
Ws.

where h is the time interval of the difference equation to be used.
Then replace s by (s-l)/(z+l) in H(s) and perform the algebra necessary
to expret the resulting H(s) as a ratio of polynomials. 7he difference
equation can t"hen be written directly.
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F. SMALL COMPUTER UTILIZATION.

The utilization of a small general purpose computer was investigated
once the characteristics of the compact submarine simulation program
were known. This was accomplished in the most direct manner possible;
namely, by running the compact program in a 16-bit machine and examining
the results.

There is no doubt that a 16-bit computer can be used in a submarine
simulator. Accuracy is not a problem If a higher level language such as
FCRTRAN is used because of the way a 16-bit machine utilizes floating
point numbers. Two words are used to store data. The first word contains

the exponent and the first six bits of the fraction. The second wordcontains the rest ol the fraction so that a 24-bit word plus exponent
is aotwally being used. This allows seven figure decimal accuracy to
be obttined in the simulation computations.

The computer used for 'unning the compact six ilation program was
an oDS Sigma 2. It has a 2.25 sec add and cycle time which is typical
of this class of computers. It did not have either floating point hardware
or fixed point mwltiply-divide hardware, so any programs represent a
worst case condition of slouvat speed and maximum core size,

The compact program was run on the IBM 360/40 (32-bit word) to
produce a check program against the Sigma 2. The output format in each
case was six decimal figures plus exponentand the two outputs agreed
in the slifth place in all twelve outputs for every run made. Therefore,
the accuraoy is egxa••y the sam whether a 16-bit or 32-bit computer is
used if floating point numbers are used.

In the past, the main problem in using floating point arithmetic
has been tnat the suoroutines are slow and floating point hardware doubles
the cost of the computer. Therefore, the timing of the compact program
Was measured under worst case cond~timn5 to see if real-time computation
was a possibility. The compact program was run through eighty com?lete
cycles in slightly under fifteen seconds. This represents 40 seconds of
real-time vtmn the integration internal is one-half second and 80 seconds
when H is one second. The duty cycle is 36% in the first case and 19%
in the second. This allows plenty of time for additional system simulation,
wave generation, and input/output subroutinss.

The core size pre~ented a problm The basic core size for a mal
computer is h096 words and any above thie amount requires the core to
be extended to 8192 words, thus increasing the cost. An analysis of the
core used for the compact program is given in table 16.

The simulation program needs 2632 words without I/O and system
aimulation. The FORTRAN I/O routines were were used as an indication of
what was needed and the total was just over the 4096 limit without in-
eluding vave generation and tank slxlation. It seems unlikely that
enough cutting could be done to get the e tire program under this amount,
and thereforp an 8192 core is indicated.
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TABLE 16. SUBROUTINE CORE SIZE

Subroutine Size To tal

UPDATE 1253 words
SQRT, SIN/COS 317
FLOATING POINT 664
DATA TRANSFER 130
COMON 268

"2632 2632

MAIN -17 words
FORTRAN I/O 1698
ERROR CHECK 215

M330 2330
79r2 words

Hand coding might help, but, then all of the advantages of making
changes easily, not having to worry about scaling, and being able to
work with the simulation program without having to learn a particular
language would be lost.

Fixed point hardware rultiply-divide might help the problem. The
compact program was run on a SDS Sigma 5 with this option and the core
space was cut in half. Hardware M/D is about one-third as expensive as
extending the core.

Floating point hardware doubles the cost of the computer and is
used only when speed requirements make it necessary. It cannot be justified
at present, but the cost keeps coming down as more computers came onto
the market.

A further cost is a real-time clock and interrupt. This is necessary
to tie the integration interval to the outside world through the I/O
system. A teletypewriter is also needed to communicate with the computer.
The total costs are estimated below.

Basic Computer 100%
Teletypewriter PP/PR reader 30%
Interrupt 8%
Real-time Clock 8%
Simulator I/O 100%
MVD Hardware 20%

or
Extended Memory 60%

Therefore, the total hardware cost of a submarine simulator, ex-
cluding the motion platform, will run between 255% and 325% of the basic
computer.

The I/0 equipment doubles the cost of the computer. This section
contains the D-A and A-D converter discrete inputs and cirotuits that
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tie the computer to the motion platform. Generally, it is designed for
the particular job and this is the reason for the expense.

1here are two ways in which this cost can be reduced. One is to
do all programing at a central location. A computer is chosen whose
manufacturer has software that simulates the program assembly on a much
larger computer. A program is written in FORTRAN and run on a Sigma 7,
for example, A paper tape is produced that contains an object program
for the smail machine. This tape is sent into the field and loaded with
a simple tape retder at the user's facility. A good program will. write
the most compact program possible using the advantages of the large com-
puter. This saves the cost of the teletypewriter for each small computer.
More importantly, it reduces the cost of human programing.

The second step uses a read-only memory in the small machine. The
program is written, debugged, and tested at a central facility. A tape
containing the complete program is sent to the computer manufacturer who
returns read-only memories containing this program for each simulator.
These are plugged into the small computer at each location and no programing
or testing is required at all. This could be the most economical method
of all it a number of siumlators were going to be produced.

A review was made of the small computers now on the market. Up
to a year ago, the only computers on the market were 16-bit machines in
the class of the SEL810A (used in the 20A62 PEhrgency Ship Handling
Trainer), the PDP-8 and DD--q6. These machines ran from $18,000 up.
Since then, a number of different manufacturers have come onto the scene
and price are dropping while speed is increasing. The list below includes
some of the computera that should be considered and represents the state-
of-the-art at the time of this report. It cannot be complete because of
the rate at which the field is changing, Price includes 41 of memory
and a taleWpepriter.

TABL 17. SMALL COMPUTER DATA

Computer Manufacturer Price

Data 620i Varian Data Machines $I1500
Datalate 8 Gam Industries $1,000. *
HP 211A Hewlett-Packard 4129000
Interdata 3 Interdata 200
NOVA Data General $10,000
MAC 16 Lockheed Mectrmics $12,000

*price includes 8K core

It would be advisable to run the compact simulation program on a
particular computer before the final decision is made.

G. VEIFICATION

Section C-1 of Specification 341 -l01, Study of Submarine System
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Equations, rwuires that certain tests be made to verify that programs
having reduced sets of coefficients are compatible with the ful set
of coefficients as determined by David Taylor Model Basin. These tests

shall be computer runs simulating submarine operation through a varied set
of controlled maneuvers such as meander, overshooti etc. Tests will be
run for the full set of coefficients and each different set of reduced
coefficients.

Three groups of runs were performed; one for the full set of co-
efficients, one for the modified set, and one for the basic set. The
modified set had twenty-one coefficients from the full set to zero, and
two other coefficients changed to help moderate the effects of eliminating
coefficients. The basic set has twenty-four coefficients set to zero
and four other coefficients changed to help offset the effects of elim-
inating coefficients.

The submarine maneuvers that were performed by computer to verify
the compatibility of the reduced sets are described below.

1. MEANDER

This manuever demonstrates the capability of a submarine to recover
from a rise or a dive without use of primary control surfaces or emergency
ballast changes. It provides an evaluation of the longitudinal stability
of the submarine.

The submarine is operated at a given speed on a given course until
steady, level flight is achioved. The submarine is then disturbed from
its neutral pitch angle by deflecting the sternplanes a fixed amount in
either rise or dive. After the submarine reaches a preselected pitch
angle called execute pitch angle (0'), the planes are returned to their
original, neutral position. They are held fixed while the submarine is
allowed to pull out and resume a condition of steady, level flight. The
resulting pitch angle trajectory provides both visual and quantitative
evaluations of the longitudinal stability of the submarine.

Meander tests were run on the digital computer, program EB920,
Submarine Simulation Program, for each set of coefficients at five differ-
ent command speeds (5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 knots). Maximum diving plane
angle was 20 degrees, and the execute or pull out angle was 10 degrees
on all meander maneuvers.

Computer-plotted grapha of sternplane angle versus time, pitch
angle versus time, and depth versus time were recorded for each run.
The damping factor was calculated for the full set data and modified
set data in accordance with methods detailed in BuAer report, *Dynamics
of the Airframe".

The curves for the basic data showed greater damping and could not
be calculated by the same method. Therefore, the damping ratio was
estimated by comparison of these curves to other sets and prior general
knowledge of the relation of damping factor to response curves.
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2. VTERTICAL OVFXRHOOr

The overshoot is a specific maneuver utilized to provide numerical
values of the inherent effectiveness of the diving planes in initiating
and checking changes in depth.

In this maneuver, the submarine is operated at a fixed commnd
speed and course throughout. The controls are maintained for level
flight until the selected speed is achieved. The stern elevators are
then deflected to a given angle and are held-until the submarine reaches
preselected pitch angle, called execute pitch angle (Q'). At that time,
the elevators are reversed an equal and opposite amount from the original
neutral position and held until the rate of change of depth reverses.

This maneuver was performed on the digital computer for the three
sets of coefficients, at five different consand speeds (5, 10, l5, 20,
and 25 knots). Maximum diving plane angles of 10 and 20 degrees were
also used for two complete groups of curves. Execute pitch angles of
4., 8, 12, and 16 degrees were als9 s.leeted,

Computer-plotted graphs of stern elevator position, submarine
pitch angle, and depth versus time were prepared for all runs. Units
given are radians, feet, and time,

From the data of these runs, a number of graphs of parametric curves
were prepared and machine-plotted which provide relative measures for the
ran using the three different sets of coefficients,

3. STUNWY, SUEMOD TURN

This is a test to inveatigate the submarine response to action of
its rudder in horizontal plane maneuvers; in particular, loss of speed,
steady turning diameter, roll angles, and time to reach 90- and 180-
degree change of heading.

In this maneuver, the submarine is operated at a fixed coxand speed
throughout. The computer program provides automatic pilot operation
during this maneuver to maintain depth as constant as p6asible. The
controls are maintained fixed until steady, level flight at the selected
speed is achieved. The rudder is then deflected to a given angle and
hold steady. .During the maneuver, computer-plotted graphs were made of
rudder angle (DR) sternplane angle (DS), pitch angle (0), roll angle(O),
heading angle ( -), normal velocity (w), yaw angular velocity (r), forward
speed (u), and depth (s). The angle of attack (o) was described by
this equation for small values of w.

S< 0(fo-<oo)
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Therefore, the plotted values of w may be used for values of<.

The data from these runs was used to prepare graphs of parametric
curves which provide relative measures for the runs of full set coef.fi-
cients and runs of modified set coefficients. Results of runs with
basic set coefficients were almost identical to runs with the modified
coefficients.

4. RPM VERSUS SPEED

Since the thrust coefficients have been neither changed in value
nor eliminated, there was no need to repeat these calculations,

. ACCELEaTiON/DbE COEATION

This test determines the submarine response to change in command
speed values.

The autopilot function Is operating throughout this test in attempting
to hold a constant depth. The submarine is started from an initial at
rest or zero velocity condition at 800 feet depth. The command speed is
increased in 5 knot increments up to a maximum of 25 knots at equal time
intervals of 230 seconds. The command speed is then reduced in 5 knot
increments to zero over the same time intervals.

Runs were made for full, modified, and basic sets of coefficients.

6. MAXIMUM A0CWMATION/DECENEATION

This test is an examination of the submarine response to a large
change in command speed or throttle setting.

The autopilot is in operation during this complete maneuver. The
submarine is maintained in steady, level position at 800 feet depth.
The command speed is then immediately increased to 25 knots. The value
is held for 500 seconads and then abruptly reduced to zero.

During this maneuver, computer-plotted graphs of the same parameters

as used in Section 5 were made versus time, S8 , Q, u, w, q, and z.

Runs were made for full, modified, and basic set-a of coefficients,

7, LONGITUDINAL TRIM

this test shows the submarine response to a small change in ele.
vator deflection.

The submarine is held at level flight at a particular speed and
depth, the sternplane is then deflected a small amount, and the changes
in certain dynamic parameters are noted. A charge of 3 degrees was used
in this case. These runs were performed at 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 knots
for all three sets of coefficients over a time period of 240 seconds.
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SEGrION IV

RESULTS

A. RESEARCH PROGRAM RESULTS

The rese~rch program simulates the equations of motion as 6xpreased
in NSRDG Report 251OA. The use of this program was described in the
section on "Methods and Procedures" of this report. A brief description
follows,

EB920 - Submarine Simulation - This program calculated the dynamic
changes in submarine position. velocity, and attitude as a function of
time in six-degrees-of-freedom. It consists of the following parts.

Main Program - This program ties the subroutines together, calcu-
lates a few constants, initializes all arrays, writes out the hydrodynamic
coefficients used, writes out the twelve rates and poaitions as the
program proceeds, writes the plotting tape if plot subroutines are avail-
able, and finally checks to 3ee if multiple runs are required.

Subroutine INPUT - Reads in a deck of cards with all coefficients
and ini.tial values, stores values for initializing during multiple runs.

Subroutine KMTTA - Integrates twelve variables with a Runge-Kutta
2&.-step integration subroutine.

Subroutine IMTEO - Does the same job as KUTrA, but has a choice of
three simpler integration routines.

Subroutine EAL - This routine simulates the actual equations of

aotion for integration with the KUTTA subroutine.

Subroutine EVAL 1 - Same as EVAL except uses subroutine INTEG.

Subroutine COM - This subroutine allows the researcher to pro-
gram an input which follows standardized submarine tests for climbing
turns , flat turns, eanders, overshoots, and impulse inputs.

Subroutine INVER2 and Subroutine MATNPI - These subroutines invert
a matrix and multiply it by a column vector for solving the equations
of notion when extreme accuracy is desired.

ZC790 - Submarine Simulation, Longitudinal fread - This program
is identical to E2920 except that it has only three-degrees-of-freedom.
Therefore, only meander, overshoot, and similar runs can be calculated.
'ris program was written to save computer time because it ran in on*-
mi rd the time of EW)20. Mis will be a real advantage where a l-rge

number of longitudinal runs are required. It is limited to 2nd order
Adam's integration, so less core space is required.
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A number of additional programs were written to assist the researcher
in submarine simulation.

EOC30 - This program ules the location and weight of all tanks on
the submarine to calculate the center of gravity shift limits and weight
changes for any ballast arrangement.

W4.70 - This program calculates the neutral angles for any speed
in level flight. The coefficients are itaed as an input and the level
flight values of plane angles, pitch, and normal velocity are calculated.

ZC300 - This program calculates the amount of thrust and the accel-
erations of the submarine for the ratio of comnanded speed to actual
speed.

ZC090 a.d ZC691 - These programs calculate the error present when
values fro two different runs are supplied according to the criteria
set up to evaluate the effects of changes.

The next group of programs are used to determi-ae the exact natural
frequency and damping ratio of either the longitudinal or lateral channel.
An impulse is used to excite the simulation program and the values of
pitch angle or bank angle arm punched on cards, These cards and the so-
lution to the linear characteristic equation are used to determine the
numerical values of the time response equation.

EO4 and B02O0 - These programs solve for the roots of the char-
acteristic equation of the system in longitudinal and lateral channels
respectively.

E=50 and EC330 These programs use the output of the above pro-
grams and the time response cards to solve for the coefficient. of the
tim response equation.

EC310 - This program uses the output of EC150 or EC300 as initial
conditions to solve for a Oleast squares fit" against the submarine
solution output cards. The fitted and actual response is either listed
or plotted for comparison purposes.

The above programs will allow further research in the field of
submarine siaulation on a general purpose digital computer equipped
with a FCORAN compiler. 'The final program is complete, flexible, and
can be used for both research and check-out.

One of the most important features Is that a complete test guide
can be run for any set of coefficients before the simulator is built.
Any approximation can be checked in a week's tim against the full set of

• coefficinte as supplied by NSRDC. If plotting subroutines e~re available,
graphs can be made of any output parameter using standard submarine test
inputs as a reference,
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B. NSRDC COEFFICIENT REL1ABILIY

The equations of motion can represent a particular submarine only
if tho coefficients supplied by NSRDC truly "epresent that submarine.
For the demonstration submarine, these coexficients did an excellent
job of simulati.ag the correct output, in spite of some differences be-
tween the various NSRDC reports supporting these coefficients.

C. NSRDC MQUATION ANALYSIS

1. COEFFICIENTS - MODIFIED EQUATIONS

The standard equations of motion were analyzed using a deamonstra-
tion aubmarine as an example. Coefficients were divided into longitu-
dinal, lateral, and cross-coupling types and were analyzed as to impor-
tance. A submarine trainer that will simulate a particular submarine
can use the following approximations. Keep the coafficients in table 18.

TABLE 18. FINAL NO-ZERO COEFFICIENTS

Axial Lateral Normal Roll Pitch Yaw

XUD YPD ZQD KRD MQD NRD
MMSDS YRD ZWD KPD WD NPD
IDWS I VD ZQ KVD 1Q NID
XMR R ZW KP w0 NR
All !p ZSTR Ky MSTR NP
A12 YV ZDJ MAWQ hV
A13 YD ZDB MW NVAV
A21 YVAV ZMAN DS NPQ-A22 EVV MDB

A23 ZRR MRR
A31 ZVR MVR
A32 MRV
A33 MRP

CX, I., IZ, ZB, XG, ZO NDR is reduced by 20%, KVAV is
reduced by 50%

The coefficients iu table 19 are set to tero.

TABLE 19. FINAL ZERO COEFFICIENTS

Axial Lateral Normal RodL Pitch Yaw

IQQ !PAP ZPP KQR IEPP NQR
XRR !QZRP INP 1*QAQ MMA
in YQR ZAQD KPmP me NWR

lul !QZWAQ KR MAQDS m
1W na ZAW Q MAW NVQ
]Yd YARDR ZW RW? M NARDR
XWEKW 9E NAVR. .82
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TABLE 19. FINAL ZERO COEFFICIENTS (cont.)

Axij l Lateral Normal Roll Pitch Yaw

XWWE YSTR ZWE KSTR MWE NSTR
XRDRE YVW ZWAWE KVW MWAWE NVW
XDSDSE YRE ZDSE KDR MDSE NRE
-K YVE ZVP KSTRE NVE
XVR YVA VE NVAVEYPRE NDBE

LIII, IXZ q I B, YB, YG

2. COSFFICIED - BASIC EQUATIONS

The coefficient list and programing for a simplified basic trainer
is identical to that above except for the following changes.

ZWAW, MAW, MAWQ are set to zero.
ZG is set to a constant value
ZW is raisad by 75%
Nil is lowered by 11%
sinQ : .971G
coagz 1,02 - .281 Q
sin$ = .9710
coso = 1.02 -. 281 $
X and Y are not computed, so V1 is not necessary.
Therefore, 0 is not integrated.

Actually, eliminating ZWAW, MWAW, and MAWQ results in such a small
reduction in the total program complexity that it would seem advisable
to keep them as in the modified program, unless such a reduction would
allow a smaller core,

3. KINDMATIC RELATIONS

The Euler angles should be computed in the following order.

o cos S

IR. DJTMZRATION METHODS AND TIING

The best integration method for submarine simulators is 2nd order
Adame which has the difference equation given below.
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It is both simple and stable over the entire operating range of
computation, The value of the integration parameter H should be 0,5
second for an accurate modified trainer and 1 second for a basic maneu-
vering trainer,

5. NRAR•SURFACE COEFFICIENTS

The use of near-surface coefficients in a submarine simulator is
not necessary. For particularly accurate operatien close to the surface,
)STR and ZSTR should be computed as a function of depth and speed, but
keeping the deep coefficients otherwise does not change the neaz-surface
handling qualities to any great degree.

A hydrodynamic analysis was made which resulted in the determin-
ation of the magnitude of the coefficients used for wave effects on the
demonstration submarine,

D, MODIFIED AN BASIC PROGRAMING

One program was written for both the modified and basic programs.
This program was written in two parts. The first part takes the data
deck containing all coefficients used with the full simulation program,
and produces another data deck containing the reduced coefficients.
Thir reduction is done on the same computer as the one used for the
research program.

The second part is the actual simnlation program. It can be com-
piled on any small general-purpose digi.tal computer that has 8K of core
and a basic FORTRAN compiler. Usually, the latter requires the former.
The input to this program is the CMITR subroutine and the output is
tej3ve variables in a teletypewriter format for demonstration purposes.
If the proper I/O subroutines and channels were available, this program
could be run in real-time,

j E. W ,VZ GWA ERATION

An investigatiwi was made into the simulation of waves in a digi-
tal computer. Waves are treated on a statistical basis with a particular
power spectra for each sea a•tate. A literature search was made that
resulted in two different matatematical models and a number of different
spectra in current use. A bibliography is given on the current state-
of-the-art.

A particular spectra was chosen and two math models were developed.
I gital programing techniques were applied to these two models and a

Smw •e sea state was produced and checked by means of a power spectral
density run,

F. SAILL cOMPU'? UTILIZATICJ

A smail jneral-pirpose 16-bit computer can be used in real-time
for the subumrine simulation problem. The compater would have to have
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8K of core and an add tine of approximtely 2# sec. There are at least

six low-cost computers now on the market in this class,

G. VULIFICATICM

Finally, a complete verification program was performed in which
the fuill range of submarine maneuvering operations was covered for the
basic, modified, and full-set coefficients. They were in very close
agreement, witn t1w modified set in particular having almost no differ-
ences from the full set.
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SECTION V

DISCUSSION

A. HISTORY AND REVIEW OF THE STATE-OF-TTE-ART

The art of submarine simulation is older than that of aircraft
!4.Ulation. This is a natural consequen;e of the shipbuilding industry
which has used models in towing tanks for hundreds of years. The fact
that ship performance could be expre3sed by a mathematical model has
been a well-known fact to the Theoretical workers in the field ever
since Froude and Reynolds worked out the details in mid-nineteenth century.

During WW II, the science of feedback control theory caught up with
the mathematical structure that had been built over the years. This
resulted in the Askntia diving trainer of which four are still in use
at the Submarine School in New London, Conn. The computer is a mechanical
one that uses compressed air, and the servoes are controlled by a jet
pipe unit. This is a type of feedback controller that consists of two
Jets of air blowing on each side of a flapper vane. one is the controller
and the other is the follow-up, This idea has come back into vogue in
today's fluidic amplifiers.

These trainers were followed in the early 1950'a by the 21B20 built
by the Electric Boat Go. They started out with *Lamb's Hydrodynamics"
aud a paper by the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers
called ONomenclatire for Treating the Motion of a Submerged Body Through
a Fluid", April, 1950, and ended up with an analog computer that had
210 amplifiers and 41 multipliers. The trainer simulated four different
classes of submarines with two different motion platforms. However.,

* only (me platform could be used at a tims; ard to change either platforms
or classes took a full day and included changing cables, panels, and.
u •ming jmuctions. This trainer was later updated to the 21B20A.

The 2lB2QA was followed by the 21B%5, which was a Basic High Speed
Control Trainer. The *Training Effectiveness as a Function of Trainer
Complexity* study by J. Nwton, Electric Boat Division, Groton, Corn.
was conducted between the delivery of these two devices. Device 21W
was the first Navy trainer to reflect the findings of this study. The
computer size was reduced by a factor of ten. The simulation in this
trainer was simplified to the degree that all that can be said for it
is that the indicators move when the cotntrols are pushed.

This 23256 was updated to the 2i•56A with the addition of a ballast
control panel. The weight and moment caputations were added to the
hydrodynamic computer and a complete *,. simulation was designed. The
final result was that about 21 times as many amplifiers were added to
increase the simulation capability.

Thene simplified equations of motion were also used in the 21A37
Fleet Ballistic Missile Trainer. This is the largest training device
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at New London and the calculations for the position and velocity of the
submarine form a very small part of the total simulation.

In spite of the fact that submarine maneuvering forms a small part
of the training usefulness of the 21A37, it was thought to be necessary
to upgrade the flight system with the addition of casualty flooding.
The upgraded version was the 21A37/3. The main changee were in the
simulation for ballast tanks, engine power for backing down, and calculation
of the pitch: trigonometric functions, The result was a more complex bat
more realistic simulation.

In 1967 Hydrosystems, Inco, replaced the analog computer associated
wIth the 21B20A with a digital computer. This was followed by the 21C0
trainer which was a digital trainer from the start. The 21B20A update
uses a DDP12h covputer with a 16K 24-bit core. At the present time, it
is running both platforms at once on a side-by-side basis in the same
computer. An interesting contrast can be made between analog and digital
equipment with this trainer. he lDDPI24 computer sits in the middle of
a very large room that was once filled with analog equipment. The pro-
graming of this trainer includes all of the NSRDC coefficients.

The point of the above history is that the 3imlaticn of submarines
started out on a very complex level. As a reaction to this, the next
generation of simulators was tco simple and had to be upgraded. The
simulation is beginning to move back to the complex side and it is hoped
that this Submarine Equations Study will strike a happy medium.

There have been as many sats of equations of motion as there have
boss, submarine trainers. However, a close examination of the dynamics
reports seems to indicate that they are pretty much the same except for
the digree of complexity felt necessary by the system analyst who actually
programs the simulator.

One difference that did come to light was two schools of thought as
to how an equation should be normalized. The coefficients of the equa-
tions of motion are reduced to non-dimensional form by dividing through
the calculated value by the fundamental units necessary to removie any
dimension. For example,

where & is forward acceleration and~s is the sternplanes. Thi, is
reduced to

M P U?
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If :!: msnsions are checked on both sides of this new equation
with 46 in radians, it will be seen that .X ES is dimensionless.
The difficulty is with 02 term. This is the length of the submarine
squared. Some authorities use the Characteristic Area "A" which is the
cross-sectional area of the submarine and wlich has the same dimensions
as 2 . This procedure comes from "Nomenclature for Treating tho Motion
of a Submerged Body Through a Fluid", SNAME Technical and Research Bulletin
No. 1-5 and is perfectly correct if the coefficients were reduced using
thip parameter. The difficulty occurs when the reduction is made usingeAZ

and the simulator recalculates the original value using *A" without ad-
justing for the differences in the two characteristics.

It is this type of conflict that the publication of the Naval Ship
Research and Development Center publication "Standard Euations of Motion
for Submarine Simulation", Report 2510 will help eliminate. For the
first time, a set of equations of motion are available that can be con-
sidered as a standard, and this should ease the burden on the system
designer to a great dagree.

B. •E•RMINATION OF SIMULATION •UIRETS

In order to determine the sinuation requirements for a submarine
simulator, baekground material that would be useful to a trainer designer
must be collected. Investigation includes a rcview of the state-of-the-
art, interviews with submarine personnel and trainer users, establishment
of data .ources, determination of the validity of the data establishing
the desired ranges and accuracy requirements, and reduction of this mass
of material into performance requirements that can be used to determine
the simplification to be applied to the equations of motion. In mwq
cases, the information gained cannot be applied directly to establishing
a performance characteristic but must be used when making a judgment of
the firal output.

The first source of information was inter-views with submarine trainer
users. They could be divided into two classes; namely, those who were
submariners and those who were interested in the utilization of submarine
traimers. These interviews could be very frustrating because many men
who have served on submarines know what happens during a particular maneu-
ver, but they cannot remember how it happens. For exmaile, a snap-roll
occurs at the start of a turn, brt it was difficult to find out if this
occurred to the outside or the inside of the turn. Apparently, different
classes of submarines can do either. In general, the men in chargo of
training at the Submarine School were the most knowledgeable and could
explain what should happen.

The consensus of opinion was that the Navy is satisfied with the
training vwlues of the simulators now on hand, but that some of them
are too simple for complete training. One interesting comment was that
one of -the trainers equipped with the full set of NSRDC coefficients
vwas the bw siu3lator compared to the actual submarine that they had
used. Hcwever, another trainer using the same equations of motion was
n wot a good and did not represent a particular submarine as well as the
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the other. This shows that the NSRDC coefficients and equation cf motion
can do an excellent job over the full operating range, but it is possible
to have a wrong value get in along the way.

Control in the longitudinal channel should be very precise. When
a 30') foot submarine dives at a 35 degree angle, which is not w-usuall,
there is a 180 foot difference in depth between the bow and stern. There-
fore, in shallow water, extreme care has to be taken when chang.ng depth.
Most maneuvering training involves depth changes and a good planesan
can come onto a preordered depth with no overshoot at all. Even a few
feet over is sloppy handling. Changes in course are not as much of a prob-
len, so simulation can be considerably more lenient in this area. There-
fore, the philosophy was to simulate the longitudinal channel as closely
as possible, but to allow considerable freedom on the response of the
lateral channel as long as the magnitudes were simulated to an approximate
degree,

The interviews disclosed that there were a number of real-world
effects that did not transfer into simulator training through the equa-
tions of motion. This included such things as the tendency on the part
of one submarine to dive when making turns to the left but not to the
right, and the variances between different submarines of the same class.
However, these do not have to be simulated as long as the overall response
of the trainer seems to be valid to the trainee.

Until the present time, submarine maneuvering trainers were mainly
used for training at deep submergence, but near-surface operation is
becoming more and more important. Generally the older trainers had a
simple sine wave generator for surface effects, but this is not good
enough any more. Sine wave generators are limited because of their
periodic nature. A statistical wave generator is needed so that an occa-
sional wave will be much larger than the others. This is to give training
to prevent the submarine froet broaching when at periscope depth, which is
an unpardonable sin to a submarine captain. The Submarine School has
only one simulator with such a wave generator in it, and not enough
training has been given in order to determine how effective it is.

One other factor was emphasized in discussing the use of submarine
siuulators. The purpose of a a-neuvering trainer is different from that
of an aircraft simulator. In an aircraft, the pilot, or pilots, is
the only cne who is taking action to control the vehicle, The purpose
of the trainer is to have the pilot respond instinctively because the
situation can change faster than there is time to think about it. On
the other hand, a submarine trainer attempts to train the officers to
react in a team effort. At least five to seven people are required
to control the path of the submarine mai each one has to work as part
of the team under any conditions they may er•:zounter. Ja tha amount of
reserve buoyancy on the newer submarines !.s decriased, the actions by
an individual become more and more critical while the amount of time
to respond in an emergency becomes les3. Since the required response
to the same casualty in two &fferent classes can be exactly the opposite,
the simulation fidelity in an advanced trainer has to be valid even at
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the extreme ends of the operating range of the submarine,

The second source for information to determine the simulation re-
quiresents for a trainer that simulates a particular submarine is the
literatuxe available on that submarine. The user of this study should
be thoroughly familiar with the NSRDC publications and the handbooks
that are available. This is covered in part D of this section. They
not only cover the numerical values for the submarine, but they also
give a physical description of any unusual maneuvers that might be en-
countered and that would need consideration for inclusion in the final
8imllation.

A problem that has always been associated with any simulator is
that of the range and accuracy of the variables in the eqnations of
notion. This is because an analog computer has a oertain definite
resolution and noise level based on the computing voltage used for full-
scale of any variable. This is especially true under conditions of level
flight because many of the variables, and thus the voltage, are close
to sero and the computer is trying to close the loop and compute response
to a signal that is equivalent to the noise present. If the range of a
variable is reduced to improve the resolution, then saturation may occur
when norml maneuvers are undertaken,

This is not a problem in a digital computer, since only numbers are
being operated on and the actions of the machine are exactly repeatable.
The accuracy and resolution of the machine is limited by the number of
bits in the computer word. This is usually twenty-four, even in a six-
teen-bit computer where two wo.zds age used, and so a change in the least
significant bit is equal to 6 x 10-0 part of the total resolution of each
variable. Therefore, a continuous error of one bit at each integration
cycle at one second real-tim intervals in computing an addition would
result in one-tenth of one percent error over fifteen minutes operation.
Range is separate from resolution in floating point notation because an
exponent is computed along with the fractional part of the word. Thir
can be up to l4O orders of magnitude even in a emall computer.

The actual accura 'y of the system as a whc:.e is limited by the I/O
equipment which was not covered as part of this study. The output ao-
version should be as accurate as the trainees' :nstruments and as accurate
as the otion platform feedback pick-ups. The input accuracy should be
good enough so that an accurate conversion is made on the order of one-
tenth of one percent when the controls are being moved at their fastest
rate by the operator.

The range of all variables would have to be known iL fixed-point
coding were ned. Casualtr -runs would have to be made using the supplied
program to deteraine the maximum ranges under all conditions. MU& is
not necessary if FORAN programing is used.

C. v1UIFCATI( R~I~~T

There is a need for vorificatien at three different points in the
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investigation of a set of c:efficients to be used in a submarire simulator.
It should be determined that the coefficients match the submarine being
simulated, that individual changes made in the coofficients do not affect
the simulation beyond a certain degree, and that the complete reduced
simulation does the same job as effectively as the full set of coefficionto.
The handling qualities of the simulator should be the aame as the submarine,
but the output to a particular set of inputs is what is actually measured.
Because the re-search program is limited to non-real time, measurements
over a wide spe,-trum of operation have to serve in place of pilot evaluation
which is usually a-ed.

Discussion of the methods of satisfying the first two requirements
have been covered in the sections of this study on impulse testing and
reduction of coefficients. The procedures of the third requirement have
been covered in the section on Verification under Methods and Procedures.
The results are given in Advanced Submarine Systems Equations, NTDC
Report Number 68-0-0050-2.

Generally, a concise definition of how two sets of outputs are to
be compared cannot be written unt2.l the outputs have been generated.
However, some rules were followed that apply to most of the verification
runs that were made. These were a result of discussions with Goodyear
Aerospace's Human Factors Departiment. It was decided not to apply perfect
phase criteria to the comparison plots. This is because the man in the
loop cannot determine the passage of time to a precise degree. Phase
differ6nces show up either as a lead or lag on the response plots. What
is important is that steady-state values remain the same and that the
magnitude of easily recognizable points be the same. For example, the
snap-roll angle at the start of a turn should be simulated accurately.
In some cases, the comparison curves have no definite points to compare.
This is generally true when the damping ratio is high, and in these cases
the responsc was compared at the end of two minutes. The difference was
held to five percent change of the change between that point and the value
at t=O° The five percent figure was considercd as belaw the threshold of
observation on the part of the planesman, and the two minutes is a human
factors estimate of how long an operator in a closed loop can remember
the past actions.

A number of tests were run as part of the major verification pro-
cedure incorporated into the contract for this study. Volumes III and
IV contain only the output as a result of these tests and the total
number of graphs produced was over 550. As it turned out, this extensive
testing proved to be of benefit to the study because it showed up several
weaknesses in the coefficient reduction that was used in the first mathe-
matical model. However, for a test guide to be used with a simulator,
the output would not have to be nearly as extensive as was required in
this case. The various submarine tests are discussed from the point of
view of producing a test guide for a training simulator in the field.
The tests themselves are described in the section on Verifications.

Meiander - In this case, only sternplane angle and pitch should be
recorded. Depth will be measured during the overshoot runs. Instead of
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calculating the damping ratio, the criterion should be to match the amp-
litude peaks to within five percent of the amplitude of the first peak
and the zero crossinga should be within five seconds of the values of the
standard. The five different speeds are a suitable number, but one of
them should be at the point of maximum damping ratio, which is apprcxi-
mately 7 knots in the demonstration submarine.

Vertical Overshoot o These tests determine the handling qualities in
the longitudinal channel. They required forty runs to cover the range of
operation. If the NSHDC coefficients are being used, a valid check can be
made at one high speed and one low speed. The output seems to be linear
with the driving plane angle, so one angle should be sufficient. Pitch
execute angles should be five and twenty degrees. This reduces the veri-
fication tests to four, or one-tenth the number above. The only time that

a great number of overshoot tests should be performed is when a guide is
to be prepared for training use. The planesman does not know how big, a
change is required for any depth change, partictlarly on the basic trainer
which does not represent any specific submarine. If the ,- erator is
supplied with a chart of "Overshoot Pitch Angle versus Approach Speed*
and "Total Depth Change versus Maximum Pitch Angle" for the basic trainer,
he can predict what plane angle changes are required for a specified
depth change. However, for test guide purposes, the four curves should
be enough if they are matched on the same basis as the meander curves.

Steady Submerged Tuns - These verification tests required that
eleven parameters be recorded at three rudder angles and five different
speeds for a total of 165 charts. Much of this information is not used
by the system programer to check the operation of the simulator and the
following is suggested. The rudder angles should be 150 and 350 and the
speeds should be 5 and 25 knots. The parameters recorded as a function of
time are: rudder angle, sternplane angle, speed, heading, roll, and depth.
Another requirement is that these turns should be made under autopilot
control, using the sternplanes to close the loop in keeping a constant

Sdepth. The point checks are snap-roll angle, steady-state roll angle,
change in speed at steady-state conditions, and heading change at the end
of a specified period of time.

The reason for using autopilot control and recording sternplane-
angle and depth is that although these do not change very much during a
steady-state turn, their shape over time is very important for checking
all six axes in the simulation. Open loop control will not serve because
the longitudinal channel is frozen and the effects of lateral motions on
elevation JA not apparent. These effects cOn be quite large with a small
change in some of the coefficients.

Acceleration3/eceleration - Two tests are given in this study,
although only onu was required. The test given in the speciV.cations
reqvires several minutes of computer time to run and it is felt that
the aximum acceleration/deceleration test will verify the same operation
in a shorter time. The submarine is at zero speed and a command speed of
maximum is called for. When this speed is reached, a command speed of
sero is called and the program runs for the same length of time again.
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The curve of speed versus time should match to a close degree to insure
good thrust simulation,

Longitudinal Trim - This tests for conditions that should be verified
under meander and overshoot,

In this discussion, it is assumed that the NSRDC coefficients are
correct, and the approved criteria is determined by the output of the
programs produced by this study. In fact, such runs on a general-purpose
digital computer should be made part of the specifications for any new
submarine trainer. Not only will a test guide be produced, but also a
means of producing data will be provided to assist in maintenance and
trouble-shooting during the life of the simulator.

D. NSBDC DATA- SOURCES

The Naval Ship Research and Development Center (NSRDC) has a complete
data package on about 25 different existing submarine designs. Most of
this data carries the classification of "GONFIMTIAL" so that before it
can be furnished to .n outside contractor the proper clearances and need-
to-know has to be established through normal channels. Once this is done,
a complete set of data can be requested froim NSRDCo The programs devel-
oped in this study use the NSRDC mathematical model as a base, and there-
fore such a data package is essential before simulating any particular
submarine. This section describes what is available in the set using the
demonstration submarine as an example. The name and number has been re-
placed with NAME and # in the titles of reports. The titles are the sam
except for this so any report can be requested by inserting the proper
name and number in tie request to NSRDC or the Naval Training Device
Center Technical Library at Orlando, Florida, They can also be received
through the Defense Documentation Center in Virginia with the necessary
clearances,

The essential report for the simulation of the equations of motion
is the Naval Ship Research and Development Center Report 2610: *Standard
Equations of Motion for Submarine Simulationy. This unclassified report,
which was described above, contains the equations of motion directly
applicable to submarine similation and some description of their back.-
ground, how te use them, and how data is generated in order to determine
the coefficients for a particular submarine.

r the equations of motion listed in this report are applicable to
the rigid body motions of ay submarine or submerged vehicle. They areSan
wvitzen to use non-dimensional coefficients, end it is these coefficients
that are needed to simulate realistically a specific submarine. A complete
set of input data consists of the dimensions of the submarine being simi-
lated, the values of the inertia terms, and values for the hydrodynamic
coefficients.

The numerical values can be requested froa NSRDC under the title
NHydrodynazic Coefficients and Other Terms for Equations of Motion for
#(U)", They consist of three pages of preprinted forms containing spaces
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for all the coefficients listed in NSRDC Report 2510 along with the dimen.
sions, buoyancy and inertial terms. They do not contain values for what
is called systems simulation in a compl6te submarine simulator. The
addition terms needed if a real-time closed loop simlation is to be
attemptod are such values as thrust time delays, control surface r~tes,
and time histories of the ballast tanks during flowing and venting. With
this list of numerical values and the- equations in Report 2510, it is
possible to simulate any time cutputs, as a result of any specified input
conditions, on a digital computer.

The following reports are not needed if the equations were programed
without error and the coefficients are correct and accurately represent
the submarine being simulated. Since this is usually not the case. it is
necessary to have information against a sot of input conditions. Hydro-
dynamic coefficients can be calculated generally from two different sources:
towing tank tests and full scale sea trials. A report generally covers
each of these areas.

"A Full-Scale Evaluation of the Handling Qualities of the NAME Glass

Submarine (#) (U)" gives the results of the full scale sea trails. A
number of standard tests have been developed for testing the handling
qualities of a submarine. They cover submerged performance in both the
vertioal plane and the horizontal plane. his report gives the specifica-
tions of the submarine, describes the procedures used to conduct the tests
in each plane., gives samples of outputs to typical test runs, and sumarizes
the results over the range of operation of the submarine. Since the input
conditions are specified, the full scale tests can be repeated with the
computer program and compared with tabulated results to see if the outputs
of the simulation are accurate.

""del Investigation of the Stability and Control Characteristics of
NAMO (#) at Deep Submergence (U)" contains the results of model testing
and a list of the coefficients developed from these tests. They should be
the sam as the list obtained from NSRDC except for the fact that work is
always being performed to refine the numerical values. This report
approaches the subject of response on a frequency basis rather than on a
time basis as in the full scale trails. The outputs of the model tests
are used as solutions to a set of differential equations &nd the various
roots of the characteristic equation are used to determine the coefficients.
These roots can be used to determine the characteristic frequency and
damping ratios as a function of speed. The simulation program produces
the same information in response to impulse testing and thus a comparison
can be Made. This report also discusses control effectiveness, neutral
angles and criVical speed. It is essential that these be correct for the
simulation because they determine steady-state operation and the trainee
will notice errors in this area before anything else.

The numerical results of the coefficients given by the two above
can be compared in "Full Scale Evaluation of Static Stability and Control
DJrivatives of NAME (#) (U)". 'Ti report gives plots of the model curve
against the full scale data points.
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If any work is to be performed in the area of near-surface operation,
the report 'Simulator Studies of Depthkeeping Ability of the NAME (#)
Under a Seaway (U)" is helpful. This report contains the changes in the
coefficients nocessary to actually simulate operation under a free surface,
and submarine responses to waves while trfing to hold an ordered depth.
This publication also contains the constants for a NSRDC autopilot that
proved helpful to the present study.

"Subiergea Turning and Maneuvering Characteristics of the # Suomarine
from Free Running Model Tests" supports the figures given in the full
scale reports in the horizontal plane. Heading changes, loss of speed,
and snap roll angles are given for the model.

"Resistance and Propulsion Characteristics of the (#) Submarine as
Predicted fr,-rn Tests of Model and NAME (#)" and "Machinery Perfornance
Trials (U)" are the model testing and full scale reports respectively
that relate the command speed used by the NSRDC equations of motion with
the revolution per minute (F.'M's) seen by the engihes. They can also be
used to determine control surface deflection rates.

Finally, there are a number of special reports covering recovery
procedures from casualty conditions which vary from submarine to submarine
depending on the amount of work that has been done in this area.

The one area that has not been covered in these reports is that of
tank simulation. In order to know the shift in center of gravity and
weight change due to the ballast tanks, it is necessary to know their
location and capacity. This information can be found in the NAVSHIPS
*Ship Information Books' and "Training Aid Booklets". They cover hull
arrangements, controls systems, piping, electrical systems, fire control
and the other systems on the actual submarine.

E. INCORPORATION OF CASUALTIES

Training for casualties is an important part of a maneuvering trainer.
This study did not examine response to casualties an such, but provisions
were made to innorporate casualties into the computer programing. The
information on typical casualties comes from a study performed by Goodyear
Aerospace for NTDC titled "Submarine Casualty Control Training".

Typical casualties are ship command and control failures, flooding,
and air bank failures.

Ship command and control casualties are those concerned with the
diving planes and rudder. Such failures include failure of the planes or
rudder either at a fixed position or after moving to the end of their
travel. Sternplane angle DS., sailplane angle DB, and rudder angle DR,
are located in COMMON of the FORTRAN program. This means that these var-
iables can be controlled from any subroutine that has an identical common
statement. At the present time, these variables ar. scheduled from the
CONTR subroutine; but in a submarine trainer, they would be calculated
from the Input/Output subroutine. It would be a simple matter to have an
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additional input to the I/O subroutine, representing an instructor's
failure, to interrupt the normal control channel.

Flooding can be incorporated into the tank simalation system as an
additional set of tanks whose fill starting time is controlable by the
instructor. The program can be as simple or as complex as desired, but
the final results affect the flight section of the programing through the
terms shifting the center of gravity and through the mass and weight
computation. Again, these variablos are located in the COMMON area so
that reprograming of the present subroutine is not required.

Air bank failures are incorporated into the normal and emergency
main ballast tank blow systems, variable ballast tank systems, and trim
and drain systems. Since simulation is not provided for these systems
as part of this study, these casualties would have to be programed when
the system simulation was done.

F. USES AND LIMITATIONS OF THE SUBMARINE EQUATION STUDY

1. USEMULNESS

The usefulness of this study has been indicated by the topics covered
up to this point, but it is worthwhile to restate them here.

a. Coefficient Checks - A set of coefficients can be checked
against any available data on the real submarine. If new data is received,
further checks can be made easily. No simulation is required.

b. Research in Reduction and Casualties - The programs can
used to investigate the effect of further reductions and casualties.
"This work could be extended with the aid of a real-time computing system
to put the man into the loop in real-time.

c. Test Guides - A complete set of data points can be run off
for any simulator for which the coefficients are known. Any range of
operation can be reproduced in a very short period of time once the coef-
ficients have been justified. Such data outputs are useful in initial
checking of the programing for the smulator and in maintenance and trouble-
shooting in the field. Both static and dynamic checks can be made.

d. Compact Programing - When programing is done for a submarine
simulator, as man constants as possible are combined into a single term
to save on the amount of computation required in the compact mathematical
model. These programs will assist in this task by calculating the new
coefficients required.

2. LIMITATIONS

The biggest limitation in this study is that operation at the extreme
ends of the operating range was not covered. This is usually due to
casualties, such as flooding, when attitudes are encountered that would
never be entered under normal operation. However, NSRDC states that the
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equttions of motion include effects due to %backing" on propellers and
emergency blowing of ballast tnks even to such extremes as an emergency
reoevery from a hard-climb sternplane jam, including the buoyant, ascent
after blowing of ballast. It is felt that the modified equations of
motion %ill resrond effectively to these conditions, even though they
were riot tested in this range, but that the basic set probably would not.
There are also a number of subroutines that would have to be written in
order to make tests such as emergency recoveries. They are listed below.

a. Tanks - The tank blow system is not simulated. However, the
effect of any tank arrangement, not including partially filled tank slosh,
can be computed through )(, x , and 4f.

b. Controls - The time history for rudder and plane changes are
not included except that schedules for all of the standard submarine test
maneuvers are provided.

c. Failures - Failures, such as plane jams, are not inclv.ded.
However, many of the hardoeers and iams of the planes can ba simulated by
ucre of the proper constants in the CONTR subroutine of the main simulation
program. Air Bank and flooding failures would also have to be added.
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SEOTION VI

CONCLUSIONS

The "Study, Advanced Submarine Systems FEuations" was a success.
The "Standard Equations of Motion for Submarine Simulation" NSRDC
Report 2510 was used as a basis for producing a submarine simulation

program that could be utilized in a small general-purpose digital
computer.
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NOTATION

Symbol Dimensionless Form Definition
qi, bit cI Sets of propellor thrust constants

BB'= F Buoyancy force, positive upward

CB Center of buoyancy of submarine

CG Center of mass of subma'rine

Ix
II¼ Moment of inertia of submarine about x axisx x jpeS

I I Moment of inertia'of submarine abou': y axis
y y P~td5

iz Z L Z Moment of inertia of submarine about z axis

I I ,= 'X Product of inertia about xy axis
KY XY ipLe

I II = -• Product of inertia about yz axes

Iz
I I ' = Product of inertia about zx axes

K K' K Hydrodynamic moment component about x
axis (rolling moment)

K,

K* K Rolling moment when body angle (ey, $) and
control surface angles are zero

KK ' = Coefficient used in representing K* as a
• 1pe, UZ function of (I-1)

K K ' = First order coefficient used in repr6senting
SP p jp U K as a function of p

K. K. - Coefficient used in representing K as a functionS~P P (t•sof-§

K K K .R.! Second order coefficient used in representingpIP; P pI P as a function of p

K K =Kpq Coefficient used in representing K as a function
pq *P4 of the product pq
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K K Ka= Coefficient used its representing K as aqr qr *P~s function of the product qr

Kr
K Kr KU First orde'r coefficient used in representing

r pt' K as a function of r

K; K' Kj Coefficient used in representing K as a
SK =function of i

KK First order coefficient used in representingv Wt, U K as a function of v

K K Coefficient used in representing K as a
Vý K p--- function of '

KKvIvI Second order coefficient used in representing
'IV Kvv K as a function of v

K K -- Coefficient used in representing K as a function
q pV of the product vq

K K ,K Coefficient used in representing K as a functionvw vw ipt of the product vw

K K C = Frodroefficient used in representing K as a functionwp wp j0t4 of the product wp`

K -Kv Coefficient used in representing K as a function
wr wr . W4• of the product wr

KK I=Kdr First order coefficient used in representing

K 6r K 6r' = " U K as a function of 6.

4 .= I Overall length of submarine

m M#' = M Maes of submarine, including water in free-
flooding spaces

M M' = M Hydrodynamic moment component about y axis
*Pe 3 UZ (pitching moment)

M,= MPitching moment when body angles (ot, B) and
, p-U, control surface angles are zero

M M Mpp Second order coefficient used in :epresenting
Pp pp yp-4 M as a function of n. First order coefficient is

zero.

M M ' = First order coefficient used in representing
q q jpC.'U Mas a funcoion of q

M= M -MonFirst order coefficient used in representingqn7 p M M s a function of (ij-I)q

M. = Coefficient used in representing M as a
M. M ..q function of
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MqqM A qMIq Second order coefficient used in representing
AM as a function of q

P= . MCoefficient used in representing M 6 s as ajqj68 jqj68 ipt'U function q[ M Coefficient used in representing M as a
rp rp Afunction of the product rp I

M = Second order coefficient used in repres.
rr rr " M as a function of r. First order coefficient

is zero

= M Coefficient used in representing M as a
Mvp Vp' jP,4 function of the product vp

M M 'vr= Mvr Coefficient used in representing M as a
function of the product vr

v Mvv MSecond order coefficient used in representing
14vv vv Fp~r" as a function ofv

SPA ' = MW- First order coefficient used in representingMw Mw = •M as a function of w

SMw M '= First order coefficient used in r~presenting
W71 WTI t U MW as a function of (i-.1)

M. PA' Coefficient used in representing M as a function
W W of k

P PA ' - First order coefficient used in representing M
MIWIi *PLU as a function of w; equal to zero for symmetrical

function

A ' w jq Coefficient used in representing Mq as a function
jwjq Iq of w

P AIWI M , Mw W I Second order coefficient used in representing
wwIw! = W I? M as a function of w

M P '= Mw 1w]@v First order coefficient used in representingWjWjIi 1w In? I as a function of (17-1)

PA MWW Second order coefficient used In representing
WW M as a function of w; equal to zero for sym-

metrical function
M6b

M6b 6bFirst order coefficient used in representing
AM as a function of 6b

PAM = M6 8  First order coefficient used in representing*p•*, M p UZ M as a function of 6 2

MPAP '= M First order coefficient used in representing6871 6~2 s? UPM6s as a function of (71-1)
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N N' N Hydrodynamic moment component about z
N' ~ 2 axis (yawing moment)

= Yawl;sg m:nment when body angles (a, f) and
N, N,' cotntrol surface angles are zero

N N I = N N First order coefficient used in representing N
Sp iptU as a function of p

N. N.1 = N' Coefficient used in'representing N as a function
p p t5 of

N
N N a = Coefficient used in representing N as a function

pqpq~ of the product pq

Nqr
Nqr N qr N Coefficient used in representing N as a function

of the product qr

N
N N'= I First order coefficient used in representing Nr r jpt 4 U as a function of r

N Nr Nr = First order coefficient used in representingrn p-ou Nr as a function of (?1-1)

N. N.' Coef(icient used in representing N as a functionr of

Nrr rNr NrrI Second order coefficient used in representingN as a function of r

NN - . 6.rr Coefficient used in representing N6 as a.jrl6r Nr 6r =pj'U function of r r

NN N N v First order coefficient used in representing Nv V jp= LU as a function of v

N N -v First order coefficient used in representing NvV v17 jpO U as a function of (11-1)

N.N. N, Cocffic-- used in representing N as a
v v functic .

SNN , = t.4 Coefficient used in representing N as a functionvq vq ip' of the product vq

A Nv=• r Coefficient used in representing Nr as a
IvIr Ivlr -Po function of v

N NV V1 N=v - Second order coefficient used in representingN as a function of v
N - Nvivti Fiwst order :oefficient used in representing

NVvI? Nvivi? - • Nv, as a function of (17-1)
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Nvw N -Nv Coefficient used in representing N as a function
VW ,VW"of the product vw

NwN'' = P Coefficient used in representing N as a functionSWP JPL' of the product wp

N Nw = Nwr Coefficient used in representing N as a function
wrp4 of the product wr

N~r N r, = First order coefficient used in representing N6r 6r pe UZas a -function of 6r

N =6r7 First order coefficient used in representing

6rlN6riN ' jP UZ N6 r as a function of (?)-1)

p = ..2t Angular velocity component about y ax.is
U relative to fluid (roll)

p P = Angular acceleration component about x axis
xelative to fluid

z=q qI qt-

"U Angular velocity component about y axis relative
to fluid (pitch)

q 4' = rAn ular acceleration component about y axisU" relative to fluid

rr' = - Angular velocity component about z axis
relative to fluid (yaw)

T'=r Angular acceleration component about z axis
relative tu fluid

U U' =_U Linear velocity of origin of body axes relative
U to fluid

u U Component of U in direction of the x axis

U ' = Time rate of change of u in direction of the
SUz x axis

u'c = Command speed: steady value of ahead speedU component u for a given propeller rpm %%hen

body angles (a, B) and control surface angles
are zero. Sign changes with propeller reversal

V V, Component of U in direction of the y axis
U

' ----- Time rate of change of v in direction of the
UZ y axis

1oh



w wI W Component of U in direction of the z axisU

S=- Time rate of change of w in directioon of the
z axis

W W = Weight, including water in free flooding spaces

x x= Longitudinal body axis; also the coordinate of a
point relative to the origi.n of body axes

XBB - B. The x coordinate of CB

xI = G The x coordinate of CGXG XG'-T

x0 A coordinate of the displacement of CG relative

0° to the origin of a set of fixed axes

X X1 = Hydrodynamic force component along x axis
X FP'P _U(longitudinal, or axial, force)

X X ' -xqe- Second order coefficient used in representing
qq qq W4 X as a function of q. First order coefficient

is zero

X X ' = Coefficient used in representing X as a function
rp rp jPtC4 of the product rp

X , Xrr Second order coefficient used in representing
rr Xrr V0 X as a function of r. First order coefficient is

zero

x. X I oACoefficient used in representing X as a function
u ofz

X X ' =_- Second order coefficient used in representing
uu uu wz X as a function of u in the non-propelled case.

First order coefficient is zero

SX X * - Xvr Coefficient used in representing X as a function
vr vr JP, of the product vr

X X =Xvv Second order-coeffient used in representing XSrv vw FP-Z• as a function o'f v. First order coefficient is zero

X X X First order coefficient used in representing Xvv
Xvv". vv W2 as a function of (, -)

Xwq Xwq = Coefficient used in representing X as a function
wq wq of the product wq

10"r,
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X ww
xx ' = Second order coefficient used in representing

ww ww X as a function of w. First order coefficient is

iP

' zero

x 1= W First order coefficient used in representing Xww
XW7w wW ? P) t as a function of (77-1)

=X X6b6b Second order coefficient used in representing X

XIJbsb Xsbsb A• as a function of 6b. First order coefficient

is zero

x 6r6r ' X r Second order coefficient used in represbnting
~r6? , 6r~r -*ptZuZ X as a function of 6 r. First order coefficient is

zero

X X rr . First order coefficient used in representing
Wri7 6 r 6 r-,7 jIpr'U' X6r r as a function of ( ir-en)

X .s Xs X- p-Second order coefficient used in representing X
6s6s X696s 1ýP(UZ as a function of 6s. First order coefficient is

zero

X X66-s First order coefficient used in representing
68 Wai X,,6, as a function of ()-1)

y y, = Lateral body axis; also the coordinate of a
C, point relative to the origin of body axes

YB YB The y coordinate of CB

YG
YG YG The y coordinate of CG

Yoy' = O A coordinate of the displacement of CG relative
C, to the origin of a set of fixed axes

YI YY y=Hydrodynamic force component along y axis
(lateral force)

Y4 = ILateral force when body angles (a, P) and control
YptZUZ surface angles are zero

iY = I P First order coefficient used in representing
pP p 43as a function of p

Y. Y. =I Coefficient used in representing Y as a function
p p FI-P-4of

..= L Second order coefficient used in representing

PP PiP, P4 Y as a funclion of
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Y Y Coefficient used in representing Y as a function
pq Ypq •P•' of the product pq

Yr
y Ye = Coefficient used in representing Y as a function

qr qr r of the product qr

Yr YT a n First order coefficient used in representing Y

iIF- as a function of r
yb

U y First order coefficient used in representing

Yr• Y71 FRIFb Yr as a function of (7-I)

Y. y or Coefficient used in representing Y as a ftinctlon
r 10 of r

y y rIr- Coefficient used in representing Y6r as a

Ylr6r rj6r' p- -u function of r

Yv Yv' = Y First order coefficient used in repiresenting
Y as a function of v

y Y '= -- First order coefficient used in repyesenting
vn ipt12U Y. as a function of (1- 1)

Y.V
Y. Coefficient used in representing Y as av V - function of C,

Y y Coefficient used in representing Y as a function
of the product vq

Yv r I
Sv' = Coefficient used in representing Y. as a functionY vlrf P of r

Yv v = -f tn Second order coefficient used in representing
VV i *Pi Y as a function of v

y v• VIVI= First order coefficient used in representing
V!vI' TYvjv as a function of( 7-1)

Yvw
Y Y ' = - Coefficient used in representing Y as a""v' iptz function of the product vw

y y =Ywp Coefzic-ient used in representing Y as a
wp wp *p43 function of the product wp

y y Ywr Coefficient used in representing Y as a
wr %r I function of the product wr

r y - 6br First order coefficient used in representing
jp U 2  Y at a function of 6r

=Y 6r__ First order coefficient used in representing
SrT' = •lU 2  Y6r as a function of (1?-1)
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z' Z Normal body axis; also the coordinate of a
point relative to the origin of body axes

Z
Z B 2 B The z coordinate of CB

z2
Z Z = -The z coordinate of CG

0 A coordinate of the displacement of CG° o' relative to the origin of a set of fixed axes

Z Z' = Z Hydrodynamic force component along z
iPtzUz axis (normal force)

= Normal force when body angles (cL, 0) andZ*k Z*' jptU2 control surface angles are zero

z
Z Z = Second order coefficient u3ed in representing

pp pp ipt.4 Z as a function of p. First order coefficient
is zero

Z Z ' = First order coefficient used in representing
q q ie 3 U Z as a function of q

= Z First order coefficient used in representing
q1 qI' *pe U Zq as a function of (1)-i)

z .
Z . Z'q= -4 Coefficient used in representing Z as a

q q function of

Z Z = Cdefficient used in representing Z as a
ZqI~s Iqj6s ipe U function of q 6

Z Z ' = -Z2 Coefficient used in representing Z as arp rp jP,' function of the product rp

Z Z '0 = Second order coefficient used in representingrr rr Z as a function of r. First order coefficient

is zero

Z Z First order coefficient used in representingW w Z as a function of w

Z Z " First order coefficient used in representing
""rt *Z Zw as a function of (71-l)

z .
Z Z W Coefficient used in representing Z is aW W function of4

Z ,w Z w' = I First order coefficient used in representingIWI iWi U Z as a function of w; equal to zero for sym-

pnetrical function

Z Z w Coefficient used in representing Z as awjqj wfqj *pta function of q w
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,_ZwlwI 7

Z - Second order coefficient uied in representingwIwI WIWI -- Zaaafunctionofw

I= •pZW, First order coefficient used in representing,ww Z as a function of (w-1)

ZZ Z Second order coefficient used in representingww w Z- iZ as a function of w; equal to zero for sy)-

rne.trical function
"Z"t

Z___b_•o2U First order coefficient used in representing Z
ZZ " First order coefficient used in representing

Z • U Z as a function of wz

6' First order coefficient used in representing
bssti Z =Pas a function of (6-b )

a Angle of attack

Angle of drift

6b Deflection of bowplane or sailplane

6 r .Deflection of rudder

6s Deflection of sternplane

uc

[7 ~1The ratio -

6 Angle of pitch

0 Angle of yaw

0 Angle of roll

ai, b, c. Sets of constants used in the representation ofpropeller thrust in the axial equation

xi
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